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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation seeks to illuminate the
well as
the

the problems

facing educational administrators

Bedford-Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn,

past two years.

concerns,

skills,

a series of case

sketch of the making

studies will depict the

and problems of principals and supervisors

who have had to respond to community pressures
centralization of

in

New York during the

After a brief historical

of an urban ghetto,

successes as

schools

in New York City.

since the de¬

Hopefully,

this

documentation will allow generalizations that will usefully
serve other administrators,
readers who are

aspiring teachers,

students and

committed to high quality education for all

children.
In order to make a realistic appraisal of the

situation

confronting educational administrators during the first two
years
be

of decentralization,

examined.

urban

Realistically,

Brooklyn cannot be

single

both successes and failures must
the chaotic

set right by one

state of affairs

in

individual or a

institution--even one as powerful as

the public

schools.

Environmental

influences have created an anti-social atmosphere

that

learning

inhibits

ministrators

in the classrooms.

Teachers

and ad¬

in Bedford-Stuyvesant have accepted an impossible

task and their failures and

limited

accordingly.

Vlll

successes must be weighed

Yet

the gravity of existing conditions cannot become

an acceptable excuse by educators
confronts

for avoiding the

inner city administrators,

teachers,

job that

and parents.

Community agencies and fraternal organizations cannot divorce
themselves

from the overwhelming educational task that must

be undertaken by the

schools of all

in contemporary inner city areas,
has

levels.

such as

Educating children

Bedford-Stuyvesant,

become an almost overwhelming challenge because of the

frustrations
The

of poverty and racism which must be overcome.

specific challenge for administrators and super¬

visors has been posed by the decentralization districts for
elementary and intermediate
York City.
bility to

schools undertaken in 1970 by New

Could administrators regain a sense of responsi¬
local publics

and parents?

and of accountability to the children

Would administrators

and teachers

sabotage the

decentralization program in order to restore a sense of their
job

security within a cumbersome bureaucracy?

attitudes
learned

Certainly,

new

and new administrative techniques would have to be

in order to function in a community such as

Bedford-

Stuyvesant.
That challenge must be accepted and conquered
schools

are to offer a hope for a better life to today's

children.
of

if urban

The

early history of the

Brooklyn suggests that

functioning,

Bedford-Stuyvesant area

Black communities can be organized,

effective communities with a deep commitment to

IX

learning and community improvement.
despite manifold problems,

Recent events

in Brooklyn,

hold out a hope that decentralization

can help restore that earlier spirit of community support for
schools.

Can administrators build on that spirit and their

own professional

skills and experiences?

Clearly that question can be answered only through time.
Yet the

trials

and experiences of administrators during the

first two years of decentralization in Bedford-Stuyvesant pro¬
vides

some

important

improvements.
tutions
actors

is
are

Any empirical research into contemporary insti¬

subject to obvious dangers and criticism.

Emotional reactions to

statements may confuse the record.

extensive written records,
ability to

sort out the main truths

for his
Perhaps

liability of

skin color and
In the absence of

the researcher must rely upon his

tional reactions as well as his
trust

The main

sometimes defensive and misleading in their recol¬

lection of events.
rumored

lessons which are crucial for much needed

from ephemeral and emo¬

ability to create a level of

interviews.
the greatest danger of all
information.

lies not

in the unre¬

The overabundance of detailed data

concerning educational administration tempts many researchers
to dismiss

the human factors of personality and

leadership

styles as too complex.

veals that the
a

individual

Most current research re¬

solution to administrative problems

is to employ

specific technique or model and by doing so all problems will

x

be alleviated.
that

Yet the

inescapable conclusion is precisely

educational administration mainly involves personality

factors

that allow leadership to flourish or prevent

it

from developing.
Chapter One traces the development of the Weeksville
area historical through to contemporary Bedford-Stuyvesant.
The

six case

illustrate
located

studies of principals presented

individual

in the

leadership styles

Bedford-Stuyvesant

Chapter Three depicts

section of Brooklyn,

New York.

school

The community based programs

in Chapter Four characterize positive community in¬

show how approaches

create a success
Five offers

in

in varying leadership

styles can

and a hope factor for urban people.

Chapter

solutions to problems of urban educational admin¬

istration and
component

schools

in moving from centralization to

localized community governance.

put and

in various

the variations of adjustments

superintendents had to make

portrayed

in Chapter Two

shows how the community is a valuable and necessary
solving educational dilemmas.

xi
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CHAPTER I

Bedford-Stuyvesant:

An Urban Community

Perhaps the single most emphasized advantage of decen¬
tralization was its opportunities for greater participation
and control by the local community.1

After the controversial

history of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville demonstration district,
that element of community control has carried overtones of
Blacks taking over--of a power struggle against both the
United Federation of Teachers and the central administration
of New York City Schools.

Furthermore, the blocks of de¬

stroyed and abandoned buildings which make Brownsville one
of the worst urban slums in the nation have made community
control appear an improbable reality.
By contrast,

community forces in Bedford-Stuyvesant have

been much more organized than in many other ghetto areas.

The

population has been stable and historically concerned with edu¬
cation.

More than one hundred and fifty organizations in Bed¬

ford-Stuyvesant alone bring people together and provide a focal
point for organizational pressures in a multi-ethnic population
The problems of community control have been less a matter for
identifying some representatives from the local community than

1Mayor’s Advisory Panel on Decentralization of the New York
City Schools, Reconnection For Learning (New York:
Institute
of Public Administration, 1967).
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a matter of which community representatives should be lis¬
tened to and how much.
In Bedford-Stuyvesant, educational administrators have
had to cope with many community pressures expressed by various
spokesmen rather than a high centralized educational bureau¬
cracy at 110 Livingston Street.2

Accountability to parents

and children was enhanced by decentralization but a multi¬
faceted accountability was not easy to manage.

The concern

for quality education was present in abundance but community
groups,

along with administrators, had little experience with

shared powers.

Education became everyone’s concern, but not

everyone in Bedford-Stuyvesant was prepared to be responsible
to the children, their teachers and auxiliary staff, as well
as to the professional standards of administrators.
Certainly no one could serve the children of BedfordStuyvesant without some feeling for its rich and complex his¬
tory.

More than two hundred thousand persons live in the

area and they are more than ninety percent members of minority
groups.

Yet few of the stereotypes of disadvantaged urban

ghetto population apply directly to Bedford-Stuyvesant and its
schools.

There are many poor children who foresee little hope

for themselves in American society, but there are also many
educated and concerned citizens who earnestly hope that the
schools can provide a better life for their children.

2Rogers, David, 110 Livingston Street, Politics and Bureau¬
cracy in the New York City School System (New York:Random
House, Vintage, 1969).
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1.

Since 1968,

A Brief Historical Sketch

Bedford-Stuyvesant has generated a con¬

siderable pride as community leaders have helped rediscover
its history as "the lost colony" of Weeksville.

Located in

central Brooklyn, Weeksville was one of two settlements that
were established upon the land of the wealthy Lefferts family
by slaves who had gained their freedom seven years before
slavery was abolished in New York State in 1827.

The estab¬

lishment was comprised of approximately 30-40 families.

A

home for the aged, an orphan asylum, two churches, and what
were called "colored schools" gave evidence of the stability
and symbolized a level of affluence in the community.
Nineteenth century Bedford-Stuyvesant was not without
racial conflict.

Racism reared its dragonhead in New York as

well as it did in the South.

Weeksville was a haven for black

victims of the Draft Riots that took place July 13-15,

1863.

James McPherson reported from an article in the Christian
Recorder how the Weeksville Negroes defended themselves with
courage against white rioters.
In Weeksville and Flatbush, colored men armed them¬
selves and threw out their pickets every day and
night determined to die defending their homes.
Hun-.
dreds fled to Weeksville from New York--the mob spirit
seemed to have run in every direction and every little
village catching the rebellious spirit.

3Quoted in "Weeksville Historical Review--The Pieces of
a Puzzle," mimeograph, 1971.
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A relief committee was organized to render aid to the
people suffering from the Draft Riots.

The committee re¬

ported that they visited the settlement of Weeksville on the
Monday following the Riot.

The residents of Weeksville re¬

portedly provided food and shelter for the blacks who sought
refuge in their settlement.
The research stemming from Project Weeksville uncovered
the operation of a highly organized Benevolent Association
of the people to benefit each other.

One of New York's pres¬

tigious Afro-Americans of the nineteenth century, John Zuille,
was reputed to have been the printer of "Freedom's Journal."
This pamphlet is known as the first Afro-American newspaper
in America, and Zuille printed the articles of the self help
projects administered by the Benevolent Association.

Benefits

of the Society made provisions for illness at the rate of allo¬
cating two dollars per week for six weeks if the patient was
bedridden.

If not required to remain in bed the sum of one

dollar per week for six weeks was allotted on the premise that
the malady was not the result of anti-social behavior.
Further investigation revealed that Dean Street and Troy
Avenue was the location of an Orphanage that served as a home
for Negro children who had lost both parents.
available for children with one parent.

Care was also

In view of the fact

that one of the major services rendered was the care of children
for domestic working mothers, the agency became known as the
first "Day Care Center" in Bedford.

The teaching of the Bible

-5-

was emphasized in addition to the adherence of strict reli¬
gious manners.

Lessons in philosophy, cleanliness of body

and mind, upright conduct and handwork was the order of the
day.

The head mistress and staff of the orphanage were

credited with building young people with sterling qualities.
Numbers of villagers who later became prominent individuals
attributed their stalwart characteristics to the rigid but
effective training of the institution.

The Good Ladies of

Charity of the town of Bedford was the supporting group of
the orphanage.

Women of the Leffert's family were the leaders

in this supportive effort to encourage Black people of Weeksville to reap the benefits of their freedom.
Historical records show that Public School #2, a segre¬
gated school, was situated at Troy Avenue near Bergen and
Pacific Streets.

The adult members of Weeksville stressed

importance of learning.

Emphasis was also placed on children's

behavior in the school and in the community.

Administrators

and teachers were highly regarded by parents, the community
and students.

Public School #2 was the center of attraction

in the locality.

Community meetings, administrative sessions

and social activities took place in the school.

The idea is

comparable to the aims and objectives of the Board of Educa¬
tion's Community Education Centers in New York today.

The

Bible was used extensively as a reference of study in school
in addition to text books.

Each source was utilized for

developing skills of children in reading, writing and arithmetic

-6-

Phonics and word association were the two predominant
methods of teaching reading.
the two methods was employed.

Periodically, a combination of
McGuffy’s Eclectic Reader

illustrated the following pedagogical technique in teaching
reading:
Words of only two or three letters are used in the
first lessons.
Longer and more difficult ones are
gradually introduced as the pupil gains aptness in
mastery of words.
A proper gradation has been care¬
fully preserved.
New words are placed at the head of
each lesson to be learned before the lesson is read.1*
The methodology continued on the premise that newly
learned words were referred to in the text immediately after
the words were recognized and meaningful to the students.
Reading exercises were carefully engraved in script and pre¬
sented in twofold purpose.
the reading of script.

First, the children were taught

Second, the exercises served as copies

in slate work.
A school tax levied in 1861 provided a conservative
amount of money for the building of a segregated school in
Weeksville.

The school was known as Public School #68.

The

Board of Education combined Public School #68 with Public
School #83 on March 7,

1893.

The merger of the two schools

erased the color line.

4Marguerite C. Thompson, Weeksville:
A Curriculum
(P.S. 243K, Brooklyn, New YorkT^ Follow Through Program
(1971), p.

22.
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2.

From Weeksville to Bedford-Stuyvesant

The roots of what is now Bedford-Stuyvesant were estab¬
lished.

It is regarded as the center of the largest black

ghetto in the United States.

Its dilapidated houses, poorly

maintained parks, unsanitary streets, high rate of unemploy¬
ment and soaring crime rates are a negative reflection on the
past and a gateway to brighter horizons for the present and
future.

Amidst the conglomeration of physiological, socio¬

logical and economical dogma of the community exists a tremen¬
dous amount of black pride, educational aspirations to stall
the tide of a struggling school system, and black political
strategy that must be reckoned with by the city governmental
powers.
Progressive thinking Blacks from the West Indies and the
South have pooled their resources as a means of establishing
a substantial community beachhead.

West Indians are strict

disciplinarians with their children, and are adamant that their
children acquire knowledge.
In the 1930's and the early 1940's West Indians largely
from Barbadoes,

and Jamaica, migrated to the Bedford-Stuyvesant

area of Brooklyn in increasing numbers.

Southern Blacks mi¬

grated from the South seeking defense work, employment in the
Brooklyn Navy Yard and nearby aircraft assembly plants on Long
Island.

Black people left the legislated segregation of the

South to come into an area that was known as the promised land.

-8-

During the World War II era,
approximately 50 percent white.

Bedford-Stuyvesant was
Southern Blacks were civi-

cally subdued because of the Jim Crow indoctrination of the
South.

It should be noted, however, that Southern black

people were also education oriented as far as their children
were concerned.

The importance of education was stressed by

the parents and black children began to increase the enrollment
of the public schools in Bedford-Stuyvesant.

The influx of

Puerto Ricans into the area made its impact in the late 1940's.
Ethnic composition of the mentioned groups gradually began to
change the complexion of the public schools.

Puerto Rican

parents are eager for their children to acquire a good educa¬
tion and actively participate in local board of education
procedures in the interest of educational methods that will
enhance their children's ability to overcome the language
barrier.
The Hispanic group is methodically making its presence
felt through systematic group education.
symposiums,

Special workshops,

in-service training programs and paraprofessional

college training programs are aiding Puerto Ricans as well as
other urbanites to find their niche in the inner-city forum
of solutions to educational problems.

Administrators and

teachers of Latin extraction have been appointed to the school
system of Brooklyn and New York City increasingly.

5

^For a survey of the general impact of Latinos on New
York City, see New York, 5_ (August 7 , 1972 ).
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Bedford-Stuyvesant is much more highly constructed than
Brownsville, and the East Harlem section where the Inter¬
mediate School 201 complex is located.

Residents of East

Harlem and Brownsville tend to move from one tenement to
another,

seeking better living conditions.

a less cohesive type of community structure.

The result is
Bedford-Stuyvesant

residents have a higher rate of stability because a number of
the dwellers are homeowners.
Property owners take a keen interest in their environment.
The three story distinguished looking dwellings on the tree
lined streets in some sections of the district are maintained
in suburban fashion although they are located in the heart of
Brooklyn’s Black ghetto.
West Indians and American Blacks contribute largely to
the stability of the community.

West Indians have exempli¬

fied strong leadership and organizational characteristics,
and are known as masters of parliamentary procedure.

The

astuteness of West Indian politicans and organizational pro¬
cedure is a direct tie-in with Weeksville of the 19th century,
and the present Bedford-Stuyvesant community in terms of com¬
munity standards and attitudes.
Bedford-Stuyvesant is also noted for its black solidarity
as indicated by the number of black churches which are referred
to as institutions of worship because of their tremendous
congregations and power.

Many of the churches are edifices of

-10-

architectural splendor revered and supported by loyal members.
A large number of people of the church also lend strong supportive effort to educational and community interests.
The community of Bedford in the western section and
Stuyvesant Heights Community in the eastern section of Brooklyn
organized a council to cope with the growing problem of changes
that were taking place due to surging numbers of black people
from Harlem.

The latter part of the 1930's was the birth of

the joining of the two sections which are now known as BedfordStuyvesant.

In 1936, the subway system between Manhattan and

Brooklyn helped to merge the two localities.

Bedford and

Stuyvesant Heights wanted to preserve their more affluent
life-style from the influx of migrants from upper Manhattan
and the South.
Most black people of Bedford-Stuyvesant know that they
were originally the victims of blockbusting by avaricious
real estate people.

Building and real estate speculators had

overestimated the market for exorbitantly priced homes during
the depression which then led to numerous foreclosures and
the rapid decline of property values.
as blacks were victimized.

White people as well

Whites were able to move to other

localities, but were nostalgic about leaving their brownstones.
Black people were barred from moving into other localities on
an equal basis.

The result was that they either managed to

maintain, or purchase homesites as opposed to moving into

11
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converted rooming houses or tenements.

(Today the environ¬

mental personality of certain sections of Bedford-Stuyvesant
is most livable and attractive in comparison with a neighbor¬
ing area around the corner or in the next block).
Blockbusting was a fright tactic used by real estate
brokers to coerce whites to move, because the blacks, who
real estaters themselves were encouraging to move into the
neighborhood, became rampant.

Over a period of ten years

a locality that had been 75 percent white became a black
ghetto during World War Two.

"By 1960 the population in

Bedford-Stuyvesant was 72 percent Black,
Rican, and 16 percent white."

3.

12 percent Puerto

6

Bedford-Stuyvesant
A Dual Personality

Since the 1960 census the composition of Black people
residing in Bedford-Stuyvesant increased to 75 percent, Puerto
Ricans 15 percent.

The continued exodus of whites reduced

their population to 10 percent.

The majority of white people

remaining in the area are senior citizens, while the vast
majority of black people living in the locality are under 30
years of age.

According to the Planning Commission of New

York City it is difficult to estimate the total population of

6Plan for New York City, Brooklyn #3, New York City
Planning Commission, (1969), p. 40.
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Bedford-Stuyvesant accurately.
The Planning Commission estimates the current popu¬
lation at a little more than 200,000.
Other estim^es» alleging a serious census undercount in
ghetto.districts because of wary enumerators and
suspicious residents say the population is as much
as double the Planning Commission figure.
In spite of the fact that population density of Central Har¬
lem is much higher than

(Bed-Stuy)

"the 1960 census found

that 22 percent of the latter's population lived under pro¬
portionately higher overcrowded housing conditions."7
There is approximately 50 percent home owner occupancy
in some areas.

Host residential homes are three to four

stories high in the more affluent districts.

In the district

north and west of Fulton Park and in the area of Pratt Insti¬
tute housing is rated good to excellent.

Housing conditions

are in deep contrast, however, within the same district, and
are regarded as some of the most deteriorated in the City of
New York.

This is especially the case where frame houses are

predominate.

Undesirable business buildings and industrial

operations tend to mar the appearance of the locality.
The east-west corridors that lie between Atlantic Avenue
and Fulton Street, parts of De Kalb Avenue, and between Gates
and Lexington Avenue, display an extensive deterioration of
frame houses and dilapidated business operations.

Plans are

presently in operation for the redevelopment of the unsightly

7Plan for New York City, p.

40.
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segment of the Atlantic Avenue-Fulton Street corridor.

A

vest pocket housing development will greatly enhance the
appearance of the Gates Avenue-Lexington Avenue section.
In the vicinity of Tompkins Park on Gates Avenue approxi¬
mately 3000 apartments are in the process of construction.
The apartments are mainly six story elevator buildings.

A

major problem in the development of the project is relocation
of the 1000 families and businesses to make room for the ex¬
pansion of the newly constructed living and business quarters
for the locality.
Over 75 percent of the housing erected since 1940 have
been public housing projects comprised of 7,300 apartments.
These dwellings replaced unsightly living conditions.

The

community placed a height limitation on new building structures
going up in the district in order to limit traditional public
housing in their district.

The concern of the people was that

some consideration be given to designing the new developments
to commensurate in height with existing houses in the commu¬
nity.

This is further indication of the togetherness of the

black people in Bed-Stuy.
Bedford-Stuyvesant is a highly organized predominately
black section of Brooklyn, New York.

The people of this area

are a bond of solidarity in blackness that is not generally
known.
arenas.

There are black versus black political and educational
However, the pride of the entire section of Bed-

ford-Stuyvesant emerges as a unit to achieve its educational,
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housing, economic and cooperative business ventures.
The unity of the community is exemplified in the meaning¬
ful efforts of Bed-Stuy's Community action programs.
Today, Stuyvesant Heights is a stable part of a pre¬
dominately black community.
Property owners are
proud of their homes, the majority of which are
sTill individually owned.
The neighborhood pre¬
serves the neat pleasing appearance it had when
it was built.
The handsome blocks of houses many
with attractive front yards are enhanced by tree
lined streets.8
Black pride does not hibernate among the tree-lined
streets of Bedford—Stuyvesant.

Roots of dignity are also

spread into the blighted areas of the historic section of
Brooklyn that once was Weeksville.

Bedford-Stuyvesant en¬

compasses an area of 653 blocks, covering nine miles.

The

infant mortality rate is almost double what is considered
the national average.

The Annual Report 1968 of Bedford-

Stuyvesant Development and Services Corporation reveals that
the section of Brooklyn is a black community of 450,000 people,
making it second to south side Chicago which reportedly is the
largest black community in the United States.
The basic problem is poverty and all the symptoms
associated with it--unemployment, inadequate educa¬
tion, commercial decline, deteriorating housing,
overcrowding, crime and disease.
In this respect
Bedford-Stuyvesant differs very little from other
areas of America.8

8Stuyvesant Heights, Historic District Designation Report,
(New York), (1971).
^Franklin A. Thomas, President, Bedford-Stuyvesant Restor¬
ation Corporation Annual Report (1968), p. 1.
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A community that faces its problems on a realistic basis and
initiates the action toward resolving the problems will sur¬
vive.

Bedford-Stuyvesant's history and current trend is a

symbol of black people working out of a dilemma by means of
concerted effort borne out of reality.
We start then from this truth:
if there is to be
meaningful revitalization of Bedford-Stuyvesant
and places like it, methods must be found to join
its human resources with capitol resources.
No
society ever thrived without that marriage.10
It has been established that property ownership has been
a motivating factor in revitalization and community involve¬
ment.

The extent of community solidarity is classically evi¬

denced in the numerous block associations and community improvement groups.

A formidable Central Brooklyn Coordination

Council was formed in 1958, comprised of the captive leader¬
ship of the established area organizations.
115

Approximately

structured groups are the generating forces that give

meaning to the efforts of the Central Brooklyn Coordinating
Council,

leading to the initiation and maintenance of anti¬

poverty programs and Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation.
The local planning board,

Brooklyn Coordinating Council

and Pratt Institute conducted an all-day conference in 1966,
where the unified voices of the area were heard,

informing

the nation of community problems and opportunities in Bedford-

10John Doar, President,
tion, Ibid., (1968), p. 1.

Bedford-Stuyvesant D8S Corpora¬
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The late Robert F.

Kennedy was present at this

historic meeting and announced the formulation of two related
groups which were the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Cor¬
poration composed of twenty-six board members who are local
residents.

The role of this organization is involvement in

community programs.

The Advisory Development and Services

Corporation is comprised of twelve business leaders of
national reputation.
When Senator Robert F.
ford-Stuyvesant in February,

Kennedy visited the area of Bed1966,

it was noted that he walked

through the area and was confronted with the reality of a
deprived state of affairs.

In the midst of what appeared to

have been unsurmountable chaos and blight, the Senator saw in
the words of Dr. Atron Gentry of the University of Massachusetts
a "Hope Factor" for people who knew what their needs were and
were willing to work to attain the objective that would place
them in a more viable category of life.
A great deal of publicity emanated from the late Senator's
community visit.

He faced the praise, disillusionment and

candor of grassroots people and community leaders, one of whom
stated,

"Senator, we have been studied, examined,

with and planned for.

sympathized

What we need now is action."

11

On May 17,

1967 eleven months later the Santor revisited Bedford-Stuyvesant
prepared to put his commitment to the area into operation.

With

11Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation and BedfordStuyvesant DSS Corporation and Subsidiary Company, Annual
Report, (1968), p. 2.
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the support of Senator Jacob K.
Lindsay,

Javits and Mayor John V.

the momentum of Kennedy’s promise to the people

gave birth to community action in Bed-Stuy.
The eminent former deputy police commissioner,
A.

Franklin

Thomas, was appointed as president and executive director

of the Restoration Corporation.

In January, 1968, former

assistant attorney general of the civil rights division of the
Department of Justice, John Doar, was assigned the directorship
of Development and Services Corporation (D and S Corporation).
Chapter Four will present supplementary documentation in
reference to school-community based programs, relevant to
Restoration Corporation.
The monitoring organizations of the Bed-Stuy projects
received an allocation of $7,000,000 from the United States
Department of Labor under the Kennedy-Javits amendment to the
Economic Opportunity Act.

An additional $1,642,194 was do¬

nated from private sources such as the Edgar M.

Stern family,

Ford Foundation and The Vincent Astor Foundation.

Stringent

administrative procedures are pursued by a small but highly
proficient staff in terms of project execution and maintenance.
High standards for education in Bedford-Stuyvesant have
a tradition stemming from the Weeksville era.

Black people

continued to stress study habits and to take an interest in
what happened in the school district.
in Bedf ord-Stuyvesant,

The only high school

Boys High School, has been noted for

its academic emphasis by parents as well as the Central Board
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of Education.

The extent of this interest in secondary

level education by parents denotes the affluence of the area,
relative to the community attitude toward the values of edu¬
cation during the Weeksville era.
Sociological changes have created a different neighbor¬
hood environment for the only high school in the section.

The

social sophistication of the area surrounding the school has
gradually transgressed to a deplorable condition.

Unemploy¬

ment's high rate has increased the number of males loitering
on the streets which presents a poor criteria to which a
schoolboy can aspire.
Boys High School of Brooklyn which has produced out¬
standing educators, business and professional men in addition
to accomplished athletes is presently a physical plant of
decadence.

In spite of an atmosphere that is not conducive

to a reasonable facsimile of a desire for learning, a note¬
worthy tradition and reverence is prevalent among the black
residents of Bedford-Stuyvesant.
Plans for a new Boys High School are included in the
Fulton Park Project because the school is not adequate for its
population.

The school is planned to cover a two block area

bounded by Atlantic Avenue, Utica Avenue,
Schenectedy Avenue.

Fulton Street and

At the moment the anticipated date for

the opening of the new Boys High School has been postponed
from 1972 to 1975.

The possibility that the school might
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become co-educational raises the question as to what the new
name of the school will be in the event the name of the school
will be changed.
The greatest obstacle for new school situations is the
locating of suitable sites.

During the past two decades there

has been a community demand for more school plants.

Twenty

new schools have been constructed in the section amidst com¬
munity requests.
mediate schools

Overcrowding is still a problem.
(365,

351,

324,

Four inter¬

348) were scheduled for 1970.

Competition in bidding for construction constitutes delay in
addition to site locations.
The spirit of Weeksville is alive in today’s BedfordStuyvesant.

Community situations are much greater and there

is a tendency for some duplication of endeavor to take place.
It is essential to note, however, that basic concepts of the
section are avenues coming from different directions,

leading

to that common objective—a better Bedford-Stuyvesant means
a better proving ground for the children.
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CHAPTER II

Case Studies of Principals
Bedford-Stuyvesant--Brooklyn
Personality and Social Adjustment

Since the advent of decentralization in the public
schools of New York City in 1970,

it has become necessary

for principals to assume a new approach to their roles
as administrators.

Critical self analysis has been the

most potent medium through which the administrator of
schools has managed to view his numerous sources of ac¬
countability with an objective perspective.

The days of

autonomous rule are administratively and educationally
obsolete.

An omnipotent attitude on the part of the

principal in the present system can mean an aborted career.
The personality and character traits of the principal
play a vital role in the stability of the school adminis¬
trator in urban Brooklyn or any inner-ctiy school situation.
The head of an urban school must possess the charisma which
enables him to cope successfully with parent organizations,
militant community groups, teachers who are strongly supported
by the United Federation of Teachers
community board.

(UFT) and the local
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The case studies in this chapter will illustrate
various approaches of principals and the methodology
they employ in the administration of their respective
schools.

Selection of schools used for discussion were

made in various locations of the Bedford-Stuyvesant section
of Brooklyn.

Public School #243--Case Study #1

Issac Newton,

Public School #243, is situated in the

heart of the Weeksville section of Bedford-Stuyvesant.

The

ethnic composition of the pupils attending Public School
#243 is 90 per cent Black,

8 per cent Puerto Rican and 2

per cent white out of a total school enrollment of 1,100
students.

The economic level of the area averages ap¬

proximately $6,000 per family.

There are isolated instances

of higher income families who continue to live in the
locality.
The principal of Public School #243 administers his
school in what may be termed controlled progressive fashion.
An observer views Mr.

Goldin as being in charge of his

school and not threatened by resistance from faculty or com¬
munity.

He relates to people in a highly professional man¬

ner that can be mistaken for arrogance.

It is obvious that

the majority of his colleagues understand his manner and
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hold him in high esteem.
lin.

Goldin

has more than managed to merely survive in

the predominately black and Puerto Rican community of
Bedford-Stuyvesant.

As principal, he has become an integral

part of the community as well as the hub around which the
school evolves.

He strategically delegates responsibility

and is fully aware of what transpires.

Mr. Goldin is

receptive to new educational media when the recommendation
has been crystalized by the person or group who introduced
the suggestion.

Teachers have the latitude to extend their

ideas into projects for the children providing the idea in¬
dicates merit.
Robert Bowden, a graduate of the University of Massa¬
chusetts School of Education--Brooklyn Career Opportunity
Program—suggested to the principal that all teachers not
living in the area be taken on a guided tour throughout
the neighborhood.

The principal sanctioned the recommenda¬

tion and placed the para-professionals in charge.

New

teachers and para-professionals enjoyed the ambulation and
visits to churches, business establishments and places of
historical interest.
Teachers were receptive to the experience to the extent
that Bank Street College, the monitoring institution of
"Follow Through Program," at Issac Newton School, adapted
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the idea into their orientation of interns and/or new teach¬
ers under their aegis.

Children as well as teachers reaped

the benefits of the experience because teacher attitudes
were motivated along positive channels.

Teacher volunteer

time to children and neighborhood projects increased in
spite of United Federation of Teachers policy in reference
to compensation salary for additional working time.
Mr.

Goldin indicates pride in his school, students,

community and colleagues.

He is justified in his pride

because the school is rated at the top in the nation in
terms of pupil achievement.
statement by Dr.

The study exemplifies the

Robert Woodbury, Associate Provost for

Special Programs, University of Massachusetts, who says,
"The simple fact is that urban schools can work, teachers
can teach, poor and minority children can learn.
Mr.

.

.

Goldin advocates the policy of faculty present¬

ing the proper image to the pupils and parents.

He re¬

quested the teachers to wear attire and hairstyles that
would not be objectionable, or subject to ridicule.

The

principal's rationale was that undue problems could be
avoided if the staff complied with his request.

There

The Hope
^■Atron A. Gentry, et al. , Urban Education:
Saunders, Co., 1972), p. 19.
Factor
(Philadelphia:
W.B.
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was opposition to the administrator's suggestion until he
proved to be accurate in his assumption.

Community people

did take exception to extreme casual attire and hairstyles.
To date a happy medium has been achieved.
The tone of the school indicates that there is ef¬
fective teamwork within the educational operation.
is taking place; teachers are teaching.

Learning

Mr. Goldin has

clearly established himself as the person at the helm.
There is a spirit of belonging that prevails in this school
among pupils and teachers.
Some staff and community people resent the principal's
attitude and approach in relating to people.

He is con¬

sidered by some to be coarse, too blunt and demanding in
manner.

However, there are those who view him as a man

sensitive to the needs, abilities and potentials of the
children in his school.

He is seen as an administrator who

is strong in personality, but very human underneath.

His

recognition of hard working people in his school indicates
his humaneness.
Mr.

Goldin's contributions to the students, parents

and teachers of Isaac Newton School have been noteworthy
during his tenure as principal.

Because of the strenuous

efforts exerted by this administrator he has decided to
retire voluntarily.
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An interesting combination of contrast and similarity
lies in the succeeding case study that involves the change
of the school administrator.

The study reveals the dis¬

tinction between an acting assistant principal and a
licensed assistant principal as a result of decentralization.

Public School #465—Case Study #2

Elementary School #465 is situated in an area of
Bedford-Stuyvesant that is in the process of redevelopment.
Construction activity and noise along Kosciusko Street
intrudes into the learning environment.
one principal,

The school has

two assistants to the principal, and fifty-

seven teachers for 1,200 students.

The majority of the

pupils are Black, with a small number of Spanish speaking
children.
Mrs.

Welton, a Black woman, has just completed her

first year as principal of the elementary school.

She had

previously taught in the same school for ten years and later
served as acting assistant to the principal.

Mrs. Welton

is a deliberate woman who is serious about the education of
Black and minority children.

When appointed acting as¬

sistant she immediately began to initiate instructional
changes for teachers who were not working to capacity.
The acting assistant principalship was taken from her by
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the principal who at that time was white.
Mr.

Quincy retired and Mrs. Welton replaced him as

administrative head of the school.

She involved para-

professionals with classroom assignments.

Non-professionals

had previously been relegated to lunchroom duty, corridor
patrol,

storeroom or entrance of the building duty.

professionals began to help weaker teachers.

Para-

Reassignments

were made and the licensed teachers were required to share
the various duties such as supervision of lunches and the
yard.

Her faculty meetings dealt with underlying power

structures in the school such as cliques, the tradition of
conflict among leaders in the school and the urgency of
giving more time to planning for and teaching relevant area
content to children.
The principal based her actions to change conditions
in the school on the thesis that children and teachers are
affected by issues that stem from hostility.

She felt

teachers cannot work at maximum capacity if they are con¬
stantly immersed in problems.

There was a need for

building morale among supervisors, teachers,

students,

and parents.
Most of the first year has been spent establishing
responsibilities of administrators and faculty for con¬
structive inter-relationships.

Mrs. Welton placed emphasis
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on unifying elements such as: motivating common positive
attitudes and values; demonstration and recognition of
mutual integrity; and recognition of interdependence in
a unified professional effort.

She further directed her

energies to reconcile conflicting groups within the school.
The attempt at fostering improved human relations and
attitudes was to inculcate a spirit of pride in academic,
social, and cultural endeavor leading to a meaningful
education for the children who live in Bedford-Stuyvesant.
Beginning the fall semester of 1972 a number of tea¬
chers will have either gone on sabbatical, or taken a
leave of absence for whatever reasons that could be jus¬
tified.

The principal does not attach any racial con¬

notation to the fact that the several teachers who are
leaving the school are white, and were closely allied to
the former principal.

Nor was it established that there

was resentment to the appointment of a black leader.
Outspoken black teachers are of the opinion that the exodus
of the aforementioned teachers is because of their racist
attitude.

The more conservative Blacks in the school ex¬

pressed the view that whatever is best for the school and
children is what is important.
An interview with four white teachers revealed that
their interest was to teach and not become involved in the
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group personality clashes that tended to occur.

They

stated that many white teachers were actually more concerned
about the children than some of the Black teachers.

There

was no hesitation in response to the result of the teachers
strike of 1968.

The teachers want to forget it but they

say that polarization is still an underlying force.
The principal has the support of the community and the
majority of the faculty.
is capable,

Consensus of opinion is that she

sincere in purpose and intends to have everyone

put his shoulder to the wheel.

It is evident that Mrs.

Welton is not concerned about personal popularity.
ever,

How¬

she is concerned that children indicate growth in

developmental skills,

show constructive attitudes towards

school and become channeled in positive directions.

Junior High School #528--Case Study #3

The reason for this study is to focus the difficult
task the principal is confronted with on a daily basis on
the junior high school level.

The locality of the school,

patterns of behavior practiced by the students, variance
in parent-teacher attitude toward the administrator and
community action are contributing factors to the difficult
role the junior high school principals must contend with.
It is also intended to point out the principal's responsi-
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bility to the local superintendent of the school district.
School #52 8 is in a locality of treelined streets in Bedford-Stuyvesant.

The playground is one

of the few in central city New York that is decorated with
trees,

The school covers half a city block in size and

is still overcrowded.

Except for the noise of cars and

occasional trucks the streets are comparatively quiet.
Gates have been installed on the lower level windows of
the physical plant rendering a somehwat prison-like appear¬
ance.

The purpose of the window gates is to alleviate the

problem of broken windows and unlawful entry into the school
building.
On the surface, one would have the impression that
Junior High School 528 offers an atmosphere that is con¬
ducive to a balanced learning for living experience.

The

transitional age level of the junior high school student
creates a difficult situation for the students, teachers,
and administrators.

Students, ages 13-15, are not aware

of the physical and emotional changes occuring within them.
Their actions and reactions are spontaneous and tend to
create disturbing situations for the well-intentioned admin¬
istrator, teachers, and less hyperactive students.

*The names and public school in this case study have been
changed to avoid obvious identification.
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Creating a barrier between the home and the school is
the tendency for parents to discontinue participating in
school affairs.

Parents often labor under the misconception

that it is not necessary to attend parents association meetings
once their children complete the elementary level.

This

study depicts the dilemma of a junior high school situation
in urban Brooklyn and is not negatively reflected on the
administrator of the school.
Mrs. Marsh, a white principal, was assigned in 1967
to Junior High School #528 located in an area 98 per cent
Black and two per cent Puerto Rican.
appointment with great enthusiasm.

She accepted the
Mrs. Marsh’s survival

strategy was the fact that she showed deep concern for her
students.

The case is an interesting one because the

principal conveyed to the parents the fact that she wanted
to see scholastic development up to and above the grade
level in language arts and mathematics, and expressed the
urgency of full community support as well as the cooperation
of her faculty.
Mrs. Marsh set out to improve the atmosphere of this
problem school by seeking the cause of undersirable behavior
patterns in the school and formulating a strategy to cope
with the problems through the combined planning of staff,
parents and administration.

Her attitude met most favorably
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They were receptive and supportive to

the newly appointed principal’s endeavors.
In September, 1967 Mrs. Marsh officially assumed her
role as principal of the co-ed junior high school and im¬
mediately was confronted with the problem of faculty com¬
plaints.

There was extreme misbehavior among the students,

Teachers sent children to the principal for disciplinary
reasons.

Negative attitudes among staff developed because

in their opinion, the principal did not deal stringently
with problem students.

Faculty began to lose respect for

the principal they once enjoyed.
Teachers felt that Mrs. Marsh was thwarting their
efforts to gain control of what were extenuating disciplinary
circumstances.

They did not regard her as hostile.

The

feeling was that the principal was overprotective to the
students, who were abusing the administrators’

efforts to

understand their problems.
The staff was competent and wanted to perform their
assignments on a qualitative basis and they resented the
fact that more time was spent with disciplinary action than
on instruction.

In the opinion of the faculty, students

could ill afford to lose valuable instruction time.

Con¬

sequently, they began to register their complaints with the
principal and parents.

Parents continued to be supportive
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of Mrs. Marsh.
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They were pleased with her manner and as

far as they were concerned "she had feelings for the
children."
After considerable deliberation the parents requested
the assignment of a police officer to the school.

The

P^-l protested this action and expressed herself ac¬
cordingly to no avail.

They had decided to help her.

Fortunately, the officer assigned to the school was saga¬
ciously selected.

He knew when to initiate his duty, and

what to overlook.

The officer exerted his ability to re¬

late to various personalities and turned hostility on the
part of students into friendship.
The relationship between the principal and officer
was a positive one, although she tended to object on
occasion to the way the officer handled certain problems.
He listened to Mrs. Marsh, but continued to pursue his
assignment in accordance with the nature of the problem.
One afternoon two 9th grade boys from rival street gangs
were brought into the office.

Rumors of an ensuing gang

war had spread and caused more than a moderate extent of
alarm among the students and faculty.

The officer took

charge and involved the two leaders in conversation.

Mean¬

while, approximately thirty rival supporters had fled from
school and returned with lead pipes, machetes, hand guns
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and knives prepared for open conflict in the street and/or
front schoolyard.
The officer immediately led the two leaders outside
and began to call the boys from both factions by name.
After talking to the groups a few minutes he sent for
waste baskets and collected the weapons.

He then assembled

both groups in the gym and locked the doors.
leaders fought until they were exhausted.

The two

The officer re¬

quested a new basketball and refereed a fierce basketball
game after having refereed the fisticuffs.

In the interim

he had advised the principal to telephone the youth squad—
not uniformed police.

She complied upon explanation as to

what the officer's plan was.

The principal further voiced

her support of the officer's method of handling the aborted
melee.
Mrs. Marsh was aware enough of the life-style of the
area to be amenable to the handling of the conflict in the
unorthodox effective fashion that did prevent something of
a very serious nature from materializing.
but did not panic.

She was concerned

The result was that students and faculty

recognized a quality of courage that merited respect.
Behavior problems did not deter the principal from
her efforts to initiate progressive programming in the
school.

She held in-service training sessions for teacher
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development in a methodology for teaching reading.
matics workshops were put into effect.

Mathe¬

Staff meetings were

held to elicit input from staff in reference to discovering
and developing teacher talent for specialization in various
subject content.

She invited people from the various City

Universities to participate in symposiums and workshops on
teaching techniques in Black history, microfilming, and open
classroom.

The latter was in effect at the closing school

year, June,

1972.

Several classes were allowed to make up

their own programs with the assistance of participating
teachers and assistants to the principal.
Special programs on "Third World" ideology have been
demonstrated in the assembly.

The writer was privileged

to sit in on a meeting among the principal and four teachers
when they were discussing the scope of the "Third World"
play that was to take place in the auditorium.

The prin¬

cipal expressed her views candidly, but was receptive to
the relevancy of the unit because it involved reading inter¬
pretation, oral expression, written communication and visits
to Chinatown.
Mrs. Marsh is of a personality that affords her the
luxury of optimism in spite of some very serious problems
in her school.

The administrator claims that,

"My students

will overcome most of their problems if not all of them.
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I am going to continue to help them."
as this has to be highly regarded.

Determination such

However, the mathematics

and reading levels of the school are much lower than they
were in 1967.

Public School #335—Case Study #4

The case study on the administrator was selected
because of the vibrance of the principal and the administra¬
tive leadership he portrayed in a school situation in an
urban setting.
Public School #335 is an attractive building for an
inner city school.

The immediate school environment is

comprised of old tenement houses, apartment buildings, a
noisey small manufacturing plant and a hospital.

A small

luncheonette on the corner across the street from the
school is where teachers and hospital employees enjoy a
respite from their daily routine.
Student population in P.S.

335 is 1,300, predominantly

Black children with approximately 5 per cent Puerto Rican
and 2 per cent white pupils.

Administrative and instructional

duties are conducted by 68 teachers and 4 administrators.
Eight of the total number of teachers are Black.
The principal of this school is an experienced admin¬
istrator.

The school is as educationally progressive as
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any school, urban or suburban.

Mr.

Finkelstein’s staff

functions on a level that is favorably unique in urban
Bedford-Stuyvesant.

Public School #335 radiates the very

strong leadership of its administrator.

The principal has

managed to surround himself with a faculty of versatile
highly proficient ability.

The children of this school

have been exposed to realistic learning experiences for
many years.

Teachers remain with Mr.

Finkelstein because

they constantly learn from him.
Providing rich experiences for teachers and children
is the objective of the principal.

He states,

’’Give me

any teacher for six months and if I can’t make her a com¬
petent teacher she should go work in a factory."
Finkelstein’s faculty meetings are stimulating.

Mr.
He states

what he wants in resonant voice quality, then asks for the
input of his colleagues.

He has the ability to get what

he wants done because he has the ability to convince the
faculty that his way is the right way.
The administrator meets strong oppostion at times but
his colleagues more than adequately follow through with
the recommendations that come out of the discussion.
Children do well in Public School #335 because the prin¬
cipal and teachers generate an attitude of success.
assuredness is most evident.

Teachers remarked that

Self¬
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Finkelstein is someone you have to know and underappreciate.

He talks to you in an insulting manner

but he is only testing you.

You see, he likes to see how

strong you are."
An interview with the principal revealed the fact
that he thrives on working with his teachers.

He stated,

"They who have been with me know me like a book.
even scare them anymore."
offense in this case.

I can’t

This is not a statement of

The man is producing, the staff is

hard at work and most important the children are engaged
in highly motivated classroom activity throughout the day.
The appearance of the physical plant is an added incentive
for a productive school day for children and teachers.
A segment of the community feels that Mr.
should be replaced.
in April,

Finkelstein

Further interview with the principal

1972 revealed that a black man from the South has

been contacted by the local board to assume the administra¬
tion of the school beginning September 1972.

However,

final disposition of the local board’s recommendation has
not been established.

The Principal and the High School--Case Study #5

Boys High School as described in Chapter One,
building 81 years old, built in 1891.

is a

It has an enrollment
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of 2,670 students and is the only high school in BedfordStuyvesant.

The principal of the school is a dedicated

man who has the desire to elevate the scholastic achieve¬
ment of his school to the level of its prestigious athletic
accomplishments.
Dr. Delius Wilson, The Black administrator, has a staff
of committed teachers and supervisors who must contend with
the negative attitudes of many students who feel their
cause is lost.

He and the staff involve students in group

sessions to discuss the tradition of Boys High School.
Large numbers of Boys High products are real men who have
taken their place in society as self-supporting and con¬
tributing citizens.
himself,

Dr.

Wilson, a product of Brooklyn

is familiar with the life-style and vernacular

of Bedford-Stuyvesant’s world.

He is competent in his

own right as an educator.
The administrator works well with his supervisory
cabinet.

They discuss the organizational procedure for

the academic students.

Another procedure is established

for those students struggling for survival.

Special guidance

programs are structured for these boys involving community
agencies who train boys for jobs after school, help them
find work,

and give students a continuity of male image

support that is so sorely needed.
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Dr.

Wilson shows a keen interest in all of his students

and continues to render more than lip service to his efforts.
He is constantly seeking ways of opening avenues leading to
careers for those students who are not sports
oriented.

He raises the question about the non-athlete--

the average youngster who has a desire to swim against the
current of his sociological maze and find his way out.

The

objective is to prepare the students of his school who will
accept it, for the realities of life so that they can make
the decision as to what life-style they will choose for
themselves and families.
Pedagogical approaches at Boys High vary in accordance
with learning styles of the students.

In some instances

the approach is traditional drill for basic learning skills.
Another is a selective course content for those students
who feel the need to extend themselves and call on the tea¬
cher who is there when needed.
Dr.

Wilson and his staff openly confront the very heavy

drug problem in and around the school.

He works in conjunc¬

tion with the authorities—not in terms of arrest but rather
in terms of preventing the innocent from becoming victimized.
He offers help to his charges who confide in him.

The prin¬

cipal arranges for referral to narcotics agencies in the
district.

He constantly has people visit the school from
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the ranks of police, professionals who have made their
mark in life and former users of drugs who either attended
or graduated from Boys High.

The latter invariably has

the greatest impact.
The truancy rate is extremely high.

Students very

often will not attend their school but will go out of the
community to other schools. In far too many instances they
cause problems that require the administrator to receive a
phone call about one or several of the students from his
school.

He feels that suspension does not solve the problem

of his students straying to other schools.

Staff who have

developed a relationship will visit the home.

Sometimes

the visit is effective—at least for awhile.
The principal, although he is aware, does not make
excuses for the fact that his physical plant is 81 years
old, with dimly lit, dull colored classrooms and lavatories
that are unsightly.

He feels that he cannot afford to tell

his charges that he perhaps would not want to attend school
under such undesirable conditions himself.

Dr. Wilson is

undaunted by the problems he faces but concerned.
fine young men today.
barely recognize them.

He sees

Six months to a year later he can
Heroin, hash, acid, or other forms

of drugs have changed their speech, appearance and outlook
on life.
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Community people are knowledgeable of his problems
and the effort that

Dr.

Wilson exerts to stave off complete

deterioration of the youth who come under him.

For example,

the principal expresses his concern for the high drop-out
rate, but he is more concerned about the causes of dropping
out such as; home conditions,

lack of parental interest,

inequity of after school job opportunities, inadequate faci-litiss for continuing education and ever increasing budget
cuts that eradicate supplementary educational and vocational
programs that involved large numbers of high school students
on a constructive basis after school hours.
Students who drop out of high school usually have not
learned to cope with themselves.

Other reasons given are

that they have suffered unpleasant experiences in school
such as personality conflicts with a teacher, scholastic
difficulty,

lack of motivation, need for employment and

inability to become an integral part of general school
activities.

Keen observation on the part of a teacher or

administrator could reach the latter case.

It is difficult

however, because such a personality can easily be missed
among thousands of students with perhaps three guidance
counselors to handle the case loads of referrals in the
school.
It is difficult to comprehend why the budget and staff
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of the attendance officers was so drastically cut when the
truancy rate is higher than it has ever been in the history
of education in the City of New York.
is factual--not one of bitterness.

Dr. Wilson's attitude

He feels that to allow

himself to be bitter is to dissipate the energy he must
maintain to do the very best job he can within the structure
of the system in which he is employed.

Parental and commu¬

nity attitudes have a strong influence leading to student dis¬
interest in school.

As Conant stated:

One lesson to be drawn from visiting and contrasting
a well-to-do suburb and a slum is all important for
understanding American public education.
The lesson
is that to a considerable degree what a school should
do and can do is determined by the status and ambi¬
tions of the families being served.2
The local educational arena has placed the students
below the bottom rung of the ladder.

Children's educational

interests are often merely spurious means for too many commu¬
nity, union, and Board of Education leaders to gain the seats
of power.
Even when there is a definite desire by both teachers
and administrators to change, the main obstacle to
implementing new ideas is the teachers' lack of con¬
fidence in administrative support.3
The following case study illustrates a situation in which
desire for change was stymied because of the principal s in¬
ability to lead forcefully and make decisions.

2James B.
1961), p.

Conant,

(New York:

Signet Books

9.

^William Glasser,
and Row,

Slums and Suburbs

Inc.,

Schools Without Failure,(New York:

1969), p.

115.

Harper
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Principal Intermediate School #114

Case Study #6

Intermediate School #114 is a comparatively new school
completed in 1969.

The physical plant is modern in structure,

built of light colored concrete.

The school is in a locality

inhabited by black people of professional status,
workers,

laborers, and domestic workers.

skilled

Apartment buildings

are well maintained and the homes are owned by a large number
of the parents whose children attend the school.
There are 1,625 students enrolled in P.S.

#114 of which

the ethnic composition is 95 percent Black and 5 percent
Puerto Rican.
principal,

The faculty in the school consists of one

four assistant principals, one administrative

assistant and one hundred and one teachers.
The administrator of the school is a highly qualified
and intellectual individual.

Mr.

cipal of the school in September,

Cedar was appointed prin¬
1968.

Community people

*The names and numbers of public schools in this case.
study have been changed to avoid obvious identification.
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welcomed the new principal because they knew of his repu¬
tation as an upright man who would provide a positive image for
children.

The appointment was made by the District Superin¬

tendent’s office.
In September 1968, Mr.
occupied the new school.

Cedar, faculty, and students

Books and supplies had not arrived

in the quantities that had been requisitioned.

The over¬

crowded neighboring elementary school requested permission
from the District Office to send its 5th grade pupils to
Intermediate School #114.
request and agreed.

Mr.

Cedar was informed of the

A change of classroom planning for

the entire school was necessary.
Administrative assistants worked day and night to re¬
adjust classroom assignments and schedules.

As the term

progressed the demeanor of the students grew increasingly
unpleasant.

Teachers were hit in the face by students.

Many accepted the abuse because as they expressed,
know what they have gone through."

"We

School administrators

resorted to strong measures in dealing with problem students
who were referred to various grade level supervisors'

offices.

For three years student attitudes grew increasingly worse.
Assistant principals were capable administrators endowed
with pedagogical structure and executed planned curriculum
content.
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PupilS openly defied every effort by teachers who in
most instances extended themselves in every conceivable as¬
pect to afford the students a meaningful learning experi¬
ence.

On two occasions this school year, a chair was thrown

out of a classroom window into the street.

A teacher's

overcoat was taken from his closet and thrown out of the
window.

The new physical plant of three years has been

marked inside and outside.

Capital goods equipment such

as movie projectors, typewriters, business machines, record
players, television sets and radios have been unlawfuly re¬
moved from the school.
The prinicpal's reaction to the lack of student academic
interest and theft of equipment has been weak.
his reply has been,

Repeatedly

"We will investigate the matter," or

"Perhaps we will have to send for someone to come to school
about this young man."

Administrators and teachers have

been loyal to the principal because of his pious nature.
But they have lost respect for him because the faculty
feels they are not supported in their efforts to change
the school from an institution that requires teachers to
act as policeman attempting to maintain control, to an
institution of education, working daily to enrich the young
lives of their pupils.
Black and white teachers in Intermediate School #114
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have begun to register their criticism of the administrator.
It is not a racial matter.

Black administrators and tea¬

chers have been more vocal in their complaints of the Black
principal than white faculty.

Race relations in this

school have been exceptionally good.

(The principal's

attitude in this reference has been a contributing factor).
In their desire to become affiliated with stronger leader¬
ship teachers and administrators are seeking transfer to
other schools.
Mr.

Cedar's competency patterns lie in his ability

to function in other critical task areas.

He provides well

for in-service educational instruction and supervision of
the instruction.

In addition, the principal offers pro¬

vision for educational and informational services that
are vital to children such as:

selecting and assigning

staff for special projects, making maximum use of outside
agency facilities and a direct line of communication with
the community and parents.

To date the community and local

board have continued to support the administrator on the
basis of how they view his circumstances.
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CHAPTER III

The Community Superintendent in a Decentralized
School District in Bedford-Stuyvesant
History of the Position

In past years, the Superintendent of schools, pro¬
tected by bureaucratic hierarchies, was still somewhat
of an isolate.
orderly one,

Although the chain of command was an

spelled out by rules and regulations based

on previous practices and judgements, his role was de¬
lineated from others above and below him.

He knew his

place and his place was a prominent one—one that offered
him a degree of security because, by and large, those
candidates worthy of consideration by local school boards
were a select group.

Therefore, once selected, they

survived their contracts for their duration.
The origin of the word "superintendent" stems from
a period in American Educational history when the superin¬
tendent handled a variety of jobs and functions.

Not only

did he provide instruction and observe teachers but, very
likely, he had to deliver coal to one room school houses.
No one

scoffed at such labor for one in a position of

educational leadership, because this was the beginning and
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everything was new.
From a historical perspective, the superintendent’s
job was created because of a need and timeliness.

According

to Hunt and Pierce the basic origin of his title and position
rested in the operations of his predecessor, the principal:
If the school was administered by a "building Principal"
the office was likely to consist of a corner of his class¬
room or even of his desk.'*'
An expansion of administrative duties along with bud¬
ding pupil populations enhanced the necessity for additional
school personnel of higher rank.

The need for supervisory

instruction arose and the clerical aspect of education was
handled by support services.

The "supervising principal"

classified pupils and trained new teacers.
set the stage for the super int endency.

This position

The principal be¬

came free in that his teaching responsibilities were removed.
Community relations were instituted during the second half
of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the
twentieth.

The superintendent became a viable position.

The great changes in education during the early part
of the twentieth century due to the basic influence of such

"*■ Harold C. Hunt and Paul R. Pierce, The Practice of
School Administration (Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin,1958),
p.

162.
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educational leaders as Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, and
John Dewey ushered in the position of Superintendent of
schools.

The fact that education responded to the thinkers

of the time affected the office of the supertintendent.
Hunt and Pierce document this when they state,
Progress in psychology and education, extension of
school-community relations, systematic ways of dealing
with personnel, and improved procedures in evaluation
and research necessitated delegation of duties and
addition of auxiliary offices in the central organiza¬
tion. 2
Currently, forward thinking educators have substituted
the word "superintendency team" for superintendent.

The

feeling being that he is a member of a decision-making group
that coordinates.

Fensch and Wilson cite this fact:

The superintendency team concept changes the role of
the captain substantially,
He is still the executive
officer of the board of education, but he executes
through coordination, stimulation, and appraisal of
assistance.
He makes fewer decisions but remains at
the core of all decision making in the system . . .
possibly, the most awesome responsibility is to be-^
come the public image for the entire school system.
Presumably, teamwork in decision-making among the
supertintendent, his professional colleagues, the community,
the local school board and others is the basis of a super-

2 Ibid.
3Edwin A. Fensch and Robert E. Wilson, The Superintendency Team
(Columbus, Ohio:
Charles Merrill Books, Inc.,
1964), p. 79.
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intendent's job—especially, with the new stress on the
"Superintendency Team."4

Decentralization in its philosophy

presupposes such cooperation between the superintendent and
his staff.

If the shift in ideas has been away from the

one-man organization to one of shared authority and respon¬
sibility by several, then teamwork and decentralization
should go hand in hand.
One of the most recently discussed concepts inherent
in the philosophy of decentralization is accountability.
Accountability may be termed a responsiveness of educators
to community school boards, which theoretically represent
their immediate communities.

This principle of accounta¬

bility first appeared on the urban scene in its present
form with the formation of the three experimental school
districts in New York City, namely I.

S.

201, Two Bridges

and Ocean Hill-Brownsville.
Although by now the three experimental districts have
been dissolved into regular school districts, the fact that
they served as a training ground for present community
school board members in New York City, might be thought of
as one positive step in their legacy to education.

The

fact that they initiated the screening (hiring and firing)

4Ibid.
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of administrators, teachers, and other school personnel in
New York City

exemplifies accountability in operation.

Are the ideas of teamwork and accountability novel
with respect to the public schools of New York City?
To what extent has the community participated in decision¬
making that affects their destiny?

For answers to these

questions the focus shifts to explaining what the picture
was prior to school decentralization.

In other words,

under centralization, what functions, goals, and services
did the local' school boards provide under the aegis of the
Central Board of Education?

Centralization

As a centralized school district, independent under
the Education Law of New York State, the Central Board
was the oft-criticized bureaucracy of David Rogers’ work,
110 Livingston Street.

The guidelines for local schools

established by the State Education Department focused on
lines of authority and responsibility stemming from the
Central Board to the Superintendent to his lesser subor¬
dinates situated below him in line relationships.

He

delegated authority and his prescriptions in the form of
directives; general and special circulars were followed in
a perfunctory manner.
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At this point it is important to clarify the roles
of the Central Board and local school boards under central¬
ization because both were used synonymously.
two different entities.

Yet they were

The Central Board of Education

was all-powerful; the local school board was a "rubber
stamp" for the Central Board of Education.

The Central

School Board was the duly constituted authority incorporated
by state charter to establish educational policy in school
systems.

In spite of decentralization Central Board retained

some of the policy-making powers.
ity,

As a centralized author¬

it oversaw the operations of the superintendent of

schools, who implemented those policies with dispatch.
There was occasional oppositional discussion among echelon
level Board of Education executives.
that

Whatever directive

emanated from the Superintendent of Schools'

office

was considered educationally sound, his recommendations
usually remained status quo.
The rumblings of the gathering thunder were heard in
November,

1967 when the Bundy report, entitled

dation for Learning" was published.

Recommen¬

In effect, it opened

the public schools to decentralization in a formal state¬
ment.

Prior to that time, decentralization had been dis¬

cussed by educators as early as the 1950's.

During that

time it was simply a series of pamphlets or brochures
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published by some administrators, pondering what to do with
New York s large and unwieldly public school system.

When

Fsntini, Gittell, and Magat discuss the Bundy Report they
state,
. . .it dealt with the problems of the New York City
School system and proposed that the path toward solu¬
tion (not the solution itself) could best be opened
up by decentralizing the system and admitting parents
and the community into a partnership with professionals
in educational decision-making.5
The Bundy Report had basic faults in spite of its elab¬
orate specifications on decentralization.
method of selecting parents for parents’
questionable.

For example, the
associations was

It was reasonable to surmise that principals

would select parents who would be amenable to the adminis¬
trator’s innovations without challenging the objectives to
be attained.

The Central Board of Education enthusiastically

responded to the selective method of parental involvementment because it meant fewer problems from community people.
Financial responsibility remained in the hands of the
Central Board of Education, which negated the vested power
of the local school board.

Some educators attributed grow¬

ing suspicion on the part of local school boards to community
and parent groups as the reason for financial control not to

^Mario Fantini, Marilyn Gittell, and Richard Magat,
Community Control and the Urban School
(New York:
Prager
Publishers, 1970), p. 101.
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have been transferred to local hands.

Parental suspicion

traveled from the dinner table back to the school.

Children’s

behavioral attitudes began to grow increasingly negative.
According to Fantini, Gittell, and Magat,

"Parents and es¬

pecially ghetto parents began to resent offered explanations
that placed the burden of failure on the child and his
family.

Rather there was an increasing tendency to place

responsibility on the schools."

fi

Accountability, as a philosophy, followed blame,
but it was phrased in generalizations.

It was couched in a

mold of deep-seated resentment against educators in New
York City.

That resentment was one basic reason why ac¬

countability was one of the principles of the guidelines
established by the State Legislature in 1967, in that some
of the demands of the community were heard.

Fantini and

his co-authors mention accountability and its fundamental
causes when they state,

"...

They, the parents, asserted

that many teachers and administrators

were

hostile or nega¬

tive toward those children who did not conform to essentially
middle-class styles and values."

Expressions of dissatis¬

faction ranged from talk "about a lack of accountability" on
the part of the school system to charges that New York City
educators were "colonizers sent down among them by a central

6 Ibid, p.

105.
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office . "7
The decentralization mandate of the State Education
Department also changed many other things.
were more than just token.

The changes

The concept of community was

enlarged and made an integral part of the phraseology.
Such expressions as "community school board," "community
superintendent," and "community control," became prominent.
For the first time in the history of the Public Schools of
New York City, the word "community" was legal and real.
The communities had arrived.
With the establishment of the term "community superin¬
tendent" in lieu of assistant superintendent or school
district administrator, decentralization began to appear
as a relevant expression.

It suited the aspirations of the

various communities of New York City under the decentral¬
ization law.

The position of Superintendent of Schools

was changed to Chancellor, a position new to New York City's
public schools with more flexibility than the Superintendent's.
The Assistant Supertintendent as Community Superintendent
was no longer accountable to the Central Board of Education
of the City of New York.

His responsibility shifted to the

community school board which hired or fired him.

7 Ibid.

At this
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point he had to face parents, businessmen, religious and
civic leaders in direct and open situations.

The failures

of their schools, which he inherited, were widely acknowl¬
edged.

It was up to him to find ways to mitigate this

critical problem.
Under decentralization the power of the community
superintendent is,

in actuality, partial power.

He has a

different role with respect to power than his predecessor,
the assistant superintendent.

His powers are broad enough

to give him some degree of autonomy, but perhaps too narrow
to give him operational skill.

Since he is accountable to

the Community School Board, his role is one of being cir¬
cumscribed somewhat in the same manner as the assistant
superintendents say that accountability centers around
different abilities.

The more affluent people have moved

out of the district and the present inhabitants are not
endowed with the organizational astuteness of their prede¬
cessors and not geared to the responsibilities of dealing
with educational matters at the local level.

The result

has been that community superintendents have inherited the
responsibility of educating local people who now have power
unknown to them prior to decentralization.
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The Community Superintendent Under
Decentralization

Granted that the community superintendent’s job is
more dependent upon the shared decision of others, what are
the practical,

every day considerations he must face with

respect to those to whom he is accountable and who are
accountable to him?
tions been realized?
those roles?

Have the roles and the role expecta¬
Do the communities know and understand

Have there been procedures for training of

community residents to assist him and share in the tremendous
responsibility that this type of team work requires?

Paper

models and theatrical designs are fine but do they change
in real life situations?

In this section, the discussion

will concern how a superintendent in Bedford-Stuyvesant
handles the problems which face him and the ways in which
under decentralization he handles them.

The Community Superintendent - The Man,
The Job - The Results

Mr.

Temple is a community superintendent in the

Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn.

He is white,

in

his early fifties and has risen within the ranks in New
York City’s public schools, from junior high school teacher
in an inner city school, to high school teacher, to junior
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high school principal to district superintendent and later,
when the title was changed, to community superintendent.
This is unusual because in the transition from district
superintendent to community superintendent, many of the
community superintendents chosen were not rehired by the
newly elected community school boards.

Mr. Temple had

excellent relationships with his community during the
school strike of 1968 and was rehired.
Stuyvesant is predominately Black,

Although Bedford-

(see chapter I) and the

setting for perhaps the most militant factions in New York
City.

Mr.

Temple’s whiteness had nothing to do with the

community's consideration of his fitness.
As a community superintendent, Mr.

Temple maintains

the good will of the community, exercising sharp percep¬
tions and good human relations when it comes to dealing
with the diverse forces in his school district.

The names

and districts in this case study have been changed to
avoid any reflection of parties involved.

His

open door

policy" of permitting anyone to see him at any available
time,

is highly thought of as an indication of the fair¬

ness and honesty with which he deals with his community,
parents,

faculty, and students.

Once when an irate parent

threatened to "beat up a teacher" for striking a child,
Mr.

Temple was able to persuade the parent to hold a three

- 5 9-

waY conference with him end the teecher end resolve the
metter (especielly cruciel in view of the feet thet the
perent wes e member of en extremely militent communityperent group).

The perent did not go to the school involved

beceuse first end foremost he respected Mr. Temple.
However,

for some principels, this line of communicetion

with perents end militent groups does not hold true.
principels Mr.

Some

Temple supervises, do suffer from the ec-

cusetion thet they do not understend Blecks.
meen thet they ere bigoted or otherwise.

This does not

It does meen thet

they heve not been sensitized to the feelings of Bleck end
Spenish-speeking children.
felse, Mr.

Whether the cherge is true or

Temple did not eleborete upon the eccusetion.

The feet thet the cherges were steted indicetes thet Mr.
Temple mekes every eveileble effort to develop e feir understending emong his principels, their teechers, end their
respective communities.

A Community School Boerd--Its Selection of e
Community Superintendent

Ttie trensition

from Centrel Boerd to locel boerd of

educetion wes not es drestic end cheotic es wes the cese in
other erees of New York City.

There were the neturel prob¬

lems of community edjustment to locel control of the school
structure beceuse people were not educeted to the essumption
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of the responsibilities of officiating matters of education
in the district.

Children did not experience the educa¬

tional exposure to the extent of children in other districts.
The new era of community control took its initial
steps in a district in Bedford-Stuyvesant without mass
educational annihilation.

The power struggle for personality

supremacy did not take place.

The focus was on what was

best for the 30,000 school children in Bedford-Stuyvesant.
In 1970 the community school board of another district
in Bedford-Stuyvesant appointed a Black community superin¬
tendent.

Mr.

Quentone was well known in the area for his

effectiveness as a teacher and his administrative ability
as principal of a junior high school.

He is a product of

the Fordham Training Program for Black and Puerto Rican
Supervisors, which was initiated in 1966.

Mr.

Quentone is

also noted for his emotional stamina and aptness in decision¬
making under critical circumstances.

His dedication is

evidenced by consistent community involvement, which often
requires attending evening meetings.
There are teachers, Black and white, who view the new
community superintendent as autocratic.

His style, according

to reactions of interviewed teachers, is tyrannical.

Mr.

Quentone has also been referred to as arrogant by some tea¬
chers.

Children in various schools know him and feel free
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to approach him in colloquial conversation and he readily
obliges as he moves along toward the business of his visit
to the particular school.

Principals’ reactions to the

community superintendent vary, but were generally favorable
in response to the writer's queries.

Consensus of opinion

is that although he is not necessarily happy with some of
the schools in his district, he understands the problems.
Mr.

Quentone did rate one of the principals unsatisfactory.

It is not known at this writing whether or not the principal
will have a period of redemption in September or be trans¬
ferred to another school.
Mr.

Quentone is from the area of Brooklyn, New York

and has unquestionably committed himself to the educational
elevation of his district.

Consequently, he has been power¬

ful with the community and is viewed by the people as the
administrator who will lead their schools to a higher level
of educational achievement and participation.
the community have described Mr.

People of

Quentone's approach to deal¬

ing with the school situation as that of a determination to
use his position to foster every opportunity for children
and to have available to them a qualitative educational
scope of curricula and innovative programs.

The community

superintendent does not accept the fact that schools in a
Black or Puerto Rican ghetto cannot be successful in

-
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"to fruition the American dream that every child
must have an equal opportunity for a good education.

Hr.

Quentone's objective is apropos to Dr. Dwight Allen’s
statement:

"In American education we have dreamed for at

least 150 years of public-supported education for all of
our citizens.

For at least three quarters of a century

we have dreamed of making such education a quality experi„8
ence."
It is obvious that the community administrator's in¬
terest is not concerned with winning a popularity contest.
The concern is in combatting

the realities of his urban

setting and dealing with the situation on an equitable basis
through his administrative relationships with staff, prin¬
cipals, teachers, and community.

The blame for failure in

the schools is placed on Black and white, Jew and gentile.
Mr.

Quentone's consistent effort is in the direction of

positive results.

His attitude is that people could go on

forever making excuses in reference to the environmental ills
of a community and the negative effect these ills have on
children's learning ability.
tation of,

He does not permit the lamen¬

"these poor kids, how can you expect them to

8Dwight W. Allen, "A Dozen Do's and Dont's for the
Seventies," in U.S. Congress House Committee on Education and
Labor, 91st Congress 1st Session, Needs of Elementary and
Secondary Education for the Seventies (1970), p. 22.
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learn?"
Blflck children have "to learn in spite of existing
circumstances.

Teachers and principals are subject to

the development and execution of an educational format that
is conducive to the motivation of work skills and study
habits of urban children.

Additionally, it is expected

that pupils be given project experiences on all grade
levels that will serve as introductions to helping students
survive a dual life-style--that of their own environment
and of the world outside of their environment.
The realities of an existing racist society cannot be
allowed to be used by educators as the proverbial club
of "no where to go" which is to be used to beat the heads
of school children.

When the seeds of inadequacy and fail¬

ure are planted in the minds of children through educational
experiences that do not afford the students the opportunity
for success, attitudes of insecurity are developed into the
makeup of the pupil.

The result is that inferiority

complexes become an integral part of the student's adult
personality and character.

Success experiences in school

develop better student-school relations.

Black and white

principals and teachers are admonished by Mr.

Quentone

not to overemphasize contributing conditions of failure to
children.

He advocates the implementation of relevant
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association with what is considered the outside world to
the students.
It is educationally genocidal to tell children that
grades do not count as long as they are productive in their
daily school experiences, when they are labeled and programmed
into higher education and considered under-achievers.

The

smokescreen of innovation will remain a farce until the
high schools and institutions of higher education accept
the valid thesis that diagnostic testing is often a process
of elimination of brainpower that is geared to the functional
operation of doing the job of testing well and not performing
well.

There is legitimacy in the fact that there are those

who test well and also perform well.

Many students who are

doers, or potential doers, are too often channelled in the
wrong direction and are in many instances denied the op¬
portunity to make their maximum contribution to the local
or national society.
Mr.

Quentone is of the opinion that the educative pro¬

cess in his district shall be the by-product of the combined
input of his administrative staff,

school principals, tea¬

chers and reliable community sources.

The superintendent

does not assume the role of the urban educational savior of
his school districts.
The community school board under decentralization has
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the vested power to select the community superintendent as
stated:

"The Marchi Law empowered the city Board of

Education to delegate to local school boards any or all of
its functions, powers, obligations and duties for the school

q
year ending June 30,

1969."

Each district has the latitude

within reason to pursue the hiring of the administrator to
suit the purposes pertinent to its district's conditions.
It is important to note that the local board is expected to
recognize the recommendations of the community they repre¬
sented.

A direct line of communication is necessary between

the board and the community.

This creates a positive group

to group relationship and tends to establish confidence and
support from the district to the local board.
Public meetings are held at regular intervals as a
means of keeping local constituents informed of developments.
Progress reporting is good human and public relations for
local board success.

The school district in Bedford-

Stuyvesant adhered to that policy when its community board
sought the appointment of a new community superintendent.
Several names were submitted, one of which was to be approved
for the assignment.

After considerable deliberation the

^Guidelines to Decentralization, For the period ending
June 30, 1969, (Board of Education of the City of New York),
(December, 1968), p. 5.
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community administrator was selected by the local board in
accordance with the Marchi Law of 1969.
The question arises

as

to where the line of demarcation

of power lies in terms of the Marchi Law and the Board of
Education.

The authority of the city Board of Education is

not completely relinquished to the local boards and the Board
states its position as follows:
A realistic, effective system of decentralization—one
that ensures opportunities for all citizens to
participate through their duly chosen representatives
in decisions affecting the education of their children—
must be accomplished in New York City.
This can only
be done if the local boards understand and respect the
limitations of their powers.10

Overview of the Community Superintendent
His Function

The community superintendent is considered the chief
administrator of the community district.

He is also re¬

sponsible for the principals in the execution of their ad¬
ministrative capacities in their respective schools.
is the community superintendents’

It

obligation to administer

the responsibility for their schools.

Administrative pro¬

cedures of the local school board are relegated to the

^Guidelines to Decentraliztion:
Board of Education
of the City of New York, June 3 0, 19"69, p. 6.
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community superintendent by the community board.

Addition-

ally, the chief community administrator directs those
statutory powers within his district of the Chancellor of
public schools which have been approved by the Chancellor.
The responsibility for compliance with educational standards,
qualifications of district personnel and minimum curricular
requirements also rest with the community superintendent.
It is further essential that the chief school district ad¬
ministrator be thoroughly acquainted with budgetary matters
so that he will be proficient in overseeing the financial
allocations to his school district.

The local board expects

intelligent financial accountability in discussing with the
district administrator the priorities of disbursement of
funds for school supplementary programs, proposed trips of
staff for professional growth or any other activity that
involves expenditures of any kind.

Personal Qualifications and the Chief
Community Administrator

An administrator can overcome personality weakness
by developing his decision making responses.

It is essential

to critically analyze the self so that the administrative
perogative of self-improvement becomes a totality--automatic
reflex action.
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Urban administration is extremely complex and requires
considerable flexibility of the community superintendent.
The individual in this position in Bedford-Stuyvesant or
any urban locality must be sensitive to the ego appetites
of certain members of his school district that are to be
fed with the psychological silver spoon.

On the other hand

the chief administrator of the community school district
must be formed of the characteristic metal that enables
him to remain in control of his personal sensitivities.
A white local superintendent has to be endowed with
the ability to cope with the change of white community lead¬
ership.

The transition from central control to community

control involves the necessity of critical self analysis
for the white administrator in a Black or minority district.
He asks himself, what is the true extent of my prejudices
toward Black or Puerto-Rican people?

How much do I really

know about the degree of community intelligence?

Until

decentralization how important were the complaints of Black,
Puerto Rican and poor white people to me?

How much am I

willing to accept from them in reference to demands for my
accountability to decentralized community leaders?

How am

I going to be able to sit at the same conference table
where I formerly convened with bankers, merchants and
white property owners before they moved away from the area?
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Soul searching,

self analysis, questioning is a suggested

method for the urban administrator to help himself adjust
to conditions which he perhaps did not study fifteen years
before.
The Black community superintendent also must resort
to critical self-analysis.

He must ask himself, will my

grass-root friends consider me bourgeois because of my
status in the community?
my supervision?

How will I react to whites under

How will whites react to me as a supervisor?

Will my sensitivity to white supremacy be the powerful force
in the conduct of my affairs?

Black administrators must

think in terms of their strengths and why they are placed
in the position.

Psychological, social, cultural as well

as educational needs of young people in urban BedfordStuyvesant must be met.

As the person basically responsible

for all educational pursuits in his district, a community
superintendent must exercise a profound interest in people.
School community affairs radiate the personality of the
chief administrator to a great extent.
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Chapter IV

An Examination of School and Community Based Programs

New York State and City budget reductions have brought
teachers and parents closer together.

Teachers are losing

their positions while children in the urban area of Brooklyn
have lost extended school services.

Public school officials,

teachers and parents have met with local school boards to
preserve the remaining supportive education programs and rec¬
reational after-school activities as well.

Restless grass-

root groups have begun to view the Central Board of Education's
decentralization agreement as spurious, because successful
programs have been abruptly discontinued.
The measure of success in the judgment of parents and
public school teachers is based upon the upgrading of lan¬
guage and reading skills.

During a demonstration in front

of the Board of Education, at 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn,
a protestor asked,

"If you don't want failure in our Brooklyn

schools why do you abolish projects and extended services
that have clearly shown growth in the students who partici¬
pated?"

Structured and militant groups from the Bedford-

Stuyvesant area have determined that their school-community
based programs will be of benefit to all participants.
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Special education for children with Mentally Retarded
Deficiencies

(CRMD) has been the bastard child of the educa¬

tional system.

Mental and emotional disturbances are not

unique to minority people.

Considerable pressure by parent

organizations of CRMD students and influential people whose
relatives are emotionally or mentally deprived focused at¬
tention on the gross neglect of the economically deprived
children in public schools.

In 1968 The Vocational Educa¬

tion Act Amendments established Special Education for
Children With Retarded Mental Deficiencies, consisting of
supplementary programs to be conducted in public schools
and community agencies.
available by federal,

Financial allocations were made

state, and city funds.

Each program

was given a function number.
There is a tendency for schools,
agencies,

teachers, parents,

administrators and students to blame one or the

other for the plight of education in urban areas.
Stuyvesant is not unique in this respect.

Bedford-

The important

factor is that educators and community people approached the
teaching problem of so-called retarded children from a
realistic point of view.

It is inconceivable to the naive

that the educational stagnancy of special education in
America would tolerate a student's immersion in classes for
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the retarded for the duration of his public school life.
Consequently Project Escape was designed to help students
achieve their way out of the lower level of the grade into
the mainstream of school life experience.
The administrator of the project established his
priorities.

Teachers and pupils worked as a team and

parents were made fully aware that their children would
not be used as guinea pigs.

Teacher attitudes were examined

so that instructors were not merely involved in the program
for a lucrative paycheck.

The teacher’s

concern for students

was a major requirement in addition to the personal and
educational qualifications to work and plan with students
in the special education category.
The teacher screening process appeared successful.
Teachers who were finally selected had given every in¬
dication of qualities relative to good human relations,
enthusiasm for the children and an interest in the success
of the project.

Shortly

after the program had begun it

was observed that one negative personality was in the pro¬
cess of alienating the Black and Puerto Rican children
against the staff which was white.

The teacher used the

racial issue as a camouflage to initiate her own racist
attitude.

She was insulting to staff in reference to how

they taught the students.

However, Miss Ettman did not

-
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consider the negative effect inflicted upon the students when
she berated them in the most bane profanity, calling the
students

’stupid'

and ridiculing the involuntary antics of

a. child with emotional problems.
It was established by the director of the project that
Miss Ettman's overprotection of the students was spurious,
and that she was deeply entrenched in her own anti-racial
relationships to the staff.

She was becoming a detriment

both to student development and the program.
A hearing was held and Miss Ettman was allowed to
finish the school year with the provision she accept a
transfer the following school year.

Miss Lorford, the new

teacher, radiated a free and easy manner with children who
needed a different kind of attention from students of pre¬
cocious behavior patterns.
less experienced,

Even though Miss Lorford was

she was adaptable to recommendations

for special education teaching and was assigned the position.
Her personality was a positive injection to the staff and
the children.

The department’s morale soared, and the

students began to learn that Black or White, there were
teachers who did care.
In view of the fact that students were in many in¬
stances hyperactive,teachers were mobile.

They stood up
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for awhile,

sat among small groups another time and moved

to various sections of the classroom.

The mobility enabled

the teacher to share his or her personality with all the
students.
Maximum use of audio-visual aids helped the teachers to
involve students in the operation of the equipment, preparing
the room for the activity and reading for selection of a
particular film.

Guidance counselors were a vital part of

the staff but were limited in number.

There were two guid¬

ance counselors, one nurse, one physician and one psycholo¬
gist for 135 students.

Pupil participation ranged from the

7th through the 9th grade.

Those scoring an Intelligence

Quotient of 75 or below were placed in the special education
phase of the program for children with mentally retarded
deficiencies.
It was discovered that a number of students had not
been retested in from three to five years.

The New York

State laws state that children must be retested every two
years.

The matter was discussed with the guidance counselors

who informed the director that there was not time for re¬
testing before the next school year.
the district coordinator caused alarm.

Further discussion with
This was a natural

reaction since such discovery by the wrong people could mean
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legal action against the Board of Education.
When all efforts for retesting were exhausted, parental
permission was requested by the director to have the children
tested at the New York University Testing and Advisement
Center.

The principal had agreed to the administrator’s

initiation of this action.
A fee of $15.00 was required for each student to be
tested.

Parents did not have the money.

The director con¬

tacted "The Youth Boys of Yesteryear", an organization in the
central-city, well known for its civic and educational
assistance to students.

They agreed to pay for the testing

for which twenty parents had given consent.
did not respond to the effort.

Many parents

Eight of the twenty students

who were retested scored above CRMD level.

Three of the eight

who tested above CRMD level refused to be placed in the main¬
stream.

They felt secure where they were.

The unfortunate feature of this situation was that the
caliber of work of these students produced had gone undetect¬
ed over the years.

Had their potential been discovered

earlier perhaps the scars of insecurity in the students would
not have been so deeply entrenched.

It is interesting to

note however, that the five students who went into mainstream
grade level made the adjustment and at last report were doing
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well in high school.
Mechanics for diagnostic testing at the prescribed in¬
tervals with the guidance department at Project Escape was
initiated by the director.

Teachers in the special education

department were required to work with students to the full
extent of pupil capacity and, group instruction was inten¬
sified.

Closer scrutiny of developing skills among students

was encouraged.

Student participation in special events

and culminating activities were emphasized, using the theme,
"We yearn to learn from our daily experience."
A highlight in the special education department of
the Project School was to hear the students give excerpts
from the writings of Sir Edmund Burke, Thomas Payne, Alexander
Hamilton, Frederick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, Harriet Tubman, Eleanor Roosevelt,
John F.

former President

Kennedy, Martin Luther King, and Malcolm X.

The

program was to correlate the times and indicate how the
annals of American history has constantly borne people who
remind us of the utopia of the Constitution that states
equality and freedom to all mankind and religions.

Students

painted backdrops, ran the projector for the more recent
verbal presentations of prominent speakers, played records
and music of different ethnic groups and concluded with
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affirmative and negative rebuttal.

The purpose of the latter

was to let it be known that the participants understood what
they had learned and presented.
Staff had put into practice that teachers can be realis¬
tic in reference to urban students'

receptivity to learning.

However, they need not assume that because a student is
classified in a high exponent class he cannot learn.

An

example of a high exponent class is grade 49, which is considered a slower grade level group than 4
exponent numbers are brighter.

or 4

.

The lower

Instructors constantly ex¬

plored the extent of student interest and relevance.
Central Brooklyn Model Cities
(CBMC)
Central Brooklyn is the largest,

most highly populated

and varied of the three Model Cities areas of New York City.
Problems of high crime rate, education, dilapidated housing
conditions and unemployment are prevalent in the 5,119 acres
of Brooklyn Model Cities.
According to the Plan for New York City:
The Central Brooklyn area contains nearly all of
Bedford-Stuyvesant and Brownsville , and a large
portion of East New York-10 per cent of the
Borough's land.
The model neighborhood is
generally bounded by Myrtle Avenue, Broadway
and Atlantic Avenue on the north; Barbey Street
on the east, New Lots Avenue, Bank Street, Avenue D,
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East 98th Street, Ralph Avenue, Pacific Street,
Rochester Avenue, Bergen Street, and Albany and
tlantic Avenues on the South, and Washington,
Lafayette and Franklin Avenues on the west.l
The agency has established itself as a partner for change
of existing environmental ills in conjunction with the City.
In 1968 a survey indicated that 220 youths from the East
New York, Ocean Hill-Brownsville and Bedford-Stuyvesant areas
of CBMC were attending college out of a potential 25,000 college
age youths.

Since its inception, Central Brooklyn Model Cities

has made an impact on the deprivation of its locality through
the exercise of its supervised variety of programs and commu¬
nity interest in urban redevelopment.
Central Brooklyn Model Cities is a major overseer or
a direct component of the major projects in Brooklyn.

Bedford-

Stuyvesant is merely one section of the Model Cities domain.
In addition to the educational programs under its supervision,
Central Brooklyn Model Cities periodically sends its Council
representatives to observe educational and cultural programs
in the area.

It is important to understand that such visits

are as much out of community concern as they are intended to
be of CBMC agency concern.

Observers take a keen interest

in programmatic operations in their locality.

The community

1Plan For New York City No. 3 Brooklyn, (New York City
Planning Commission, City of New York, 1969) p. 48.
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attitude is clearly indicated to the extent that a strictly
business approach can be mistaken for a hostile attitude,
if one does not understand the nature of the visiting group.
It is recommended that educators, teachers, college
professors and students visit the office at CBMC located at
150 Hinsdale Avenue,
under their aegis.

Brooklyn or one of the many programs
The purpose of the visitation is to edify

one's self of how the agency functions and the role the
people play in affecting education changes in public schools
through the CBMC education projects.
Brooklyn Career Opportunities ProgramUniversity of Massachusetts
Certain criteria must be established if the demands of
local districts are to be met in reference to extended pro¬
gramming between the school and community.

Program directors

and coordinators must relate to non-professionals on a par
basis.

Many lay-people have useful and imaginative suggestions

and are willing to work with the professionals in order to
implement their ideas.

Such cooperation is one way to develop

an understanding of human behavior.
regard for people of all ethnic

By demonstrating sincere

backgrounds,

the program direc¬

tor or coordinator enhances the community association that
will contribute to the success of educational supplementation
in Brooklyn.

Lay people and professionals voice the sentiment
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expressed by Dwight W. Allen:
It is our judgment that many of the difficulties
facing schools today are in large part due to a
linear commitment to solitary stratagies.
We are
not seeking to find, define, and refine the one best
way to educate children.
The turmoil in our schools
and universities indicate to us that students will
not tolerate a procrustean system of education.2
The Center for Urban Education of the University of
Massachusetts has projected its focus on education and
human relations throughout New England, Philadelphia and
California,

supplementary to Brooklyn.

There is no pretense

of a complete solution to the urban education problem.
Nevertheless,

educational trends dictate a new direction in

inner-city pedagogy and human relations.

Realistically the

Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program (BCOP) objective is to
prepare the paraprofessionals on an academic level comparable
with their urban work experiences, enabling them to offer at
least partial solutions to the urban educational dilemma of
Bedford-Stuyvesant and other localities in Brooklyn.
What is Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program all about?
The answer is pure and simple.

It is about the aspirations

of 207 people who have placed their opportunity for a teaching
career in the hands of the University of Massachusetts.

2Dwight W. Allen, "Reflection on the School of Education,
University of Massachusetts," (unpublished paper, April, 1970)

P.

1.
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Brooklyn COP is a human interest story of the reality of a
group of people who are determined to become vital cogs in
the wheel of educational change to improve their respective
communities.

Their medium of attaining these objectives is

through the broadening of their educational horizons.
Brooklyn COP is more than a program.

It is a generat¬

ed spirit of pride, ambition, fortitude and hope for people
seeking new horizons.

Their concerns stem from a long and

bitter struggle to become executors of the educational des¬
tiny of their local communities.

It is incumbent upon them

to be worthy contributors to the success of decentralization.
What better way is there for paraprofessionals to bring

their

dreams into fruition than to teach the children of their own
urban setting?
The Career Opportunities Program in Brooklyn is also
an attitude.
University.

It is an attitude of students toward their
Further, there is a mutual regard between faculty

and students that denotes a human relationship that is often
talked and written about but seldom practiced.
It is noteworthy that the School of Education and liberal
arts departments have combined their academic resources to
support the largest COP project in New York City.

The degree

of success Brooklyn COP has experienced is in no small mea¬
sure because of the teamwork that has been initiated by many
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people on campus,

in the local agencies in Brooklyn, the

local school districts in Brooklyn, and Central Board of
Education in New York.
Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program is an outgrowth
of a series of meetings held at the Central Board of Educa¬
tion in September and October of 1969.

The early COP meet¬

ings involved Model Cities and Board of Education represen¬
tatives from the Bronx, Manhattan and Brooklyn.

It was then

decided that meetings be held on a local level as a means
of expediting planning.

Consequently, Central Brooklyn Model

Cities scheduled a series of meetings for the organizational
procedures of Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program.
It was stipulated that paraprofessionals must have
lived and worked in the schools of the Central Brooklyn Model
Cities Area for at least two years.
East-New York,

Brownsville,

tions of Brooklyn.

This area comprised

and the Bedford-Stuyvesant sec¬

In addition, a prospective para candidate

for BCOP must have proof of having completed high school or the
equivalenct.

Credits from previously attended schools of

higher education were to be accepted in accordance with
the discretion of the monitoring college or university.
Hundreds of applications flowed into the offices of
the local district representatives.

Applications were ex¬

changed from one district to another to avoid possibilities
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of favoritism.

Participants were allotted in proportionate

numbers depending upon the size of the district.

Final para-

professional screening was completed by an elected screening
committee,

comprised of the director of New York City COP,

local school district representatives, the representatives
from the education council of Central Brooklyn Model Cities,
and a representative from the University of Massachusetts.
Veterans'

applications were screened in the office of the

New York City COP director.
Discussion meetings continued to be held on a scheduled
basis.

Letters were sent to colleges and universities by

Central Brooklyn Model Cities

(CBMC)

council inviting them

to attend planning sessions.

The Assistant Dean of Off-

Campus Projects, Director of the Center for Urban Education,
faculty advisor, and two representatives were present the
evening CBMC voted overwhelmingly to place BCOP under the
aegis of the University of Massachusetts.
Consummation of the selection of the University of
Massachusetts did not take place immediately.

The City of

New York and New York State Board of Education were satisfied
that the University of Massachusetts'

prospectus guaranteed

the paraprofessionals the status of meeting certification
to teach in New York City in addition to a four year cur¬
riculum leading to a B.A.

degree in education.

The contract

-
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was signed in the spring of 1970, and Brooklyn COP became a
reality.
On July 13,

1970 the University of Massachusetts-

Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program was officially in¬
itiated.

Student participation was enthusiastic and faculty

members were just as enthusiastic about bringing their
expertise from Amherst, Massachusetts to Brooklyn, New
York.

In August,

1970 four bus loads of BCOP students visited

their campus at Amherst and displayed their various talents
in pedagogical demonstrations and enjoyed the atmosphere
of campus life for three days.
The culminating activity for the summer was modular
credit week.

Students and faculty participated in a one

week series of workshops, group demonstrations,

lectures,

and instructional performances on micro-teaching and video¬
tape.

Dwight Allen, Dean of the School of Education, high¬

lighted the event with a lecture and projection for the
fall and spring semesters.

Dr. Allen mentioned,

The career lattices available to program parti¬
cipants will be interwoven with the existing in¬
novative University of Massachusetts teacher ed¬
ucation programs which are based upon the concepts
of performance criteria, multiple instructional
routes, differentiated staffing patterns, and var¬
iable entry and exits points.
There will be con¬
tinuous, astute diagnosis of individual trainee
needs, as well as constant evaluation of the Pro¬
gram components designed to meet those needs.

3Dr. Dwight W. Allen, Dean, "Reflections on the School
of Education, University of Massachusetts," (unpublished
paper, April, 1970), p. 2.
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A unique approach to urban teacher training of the
paraprofessional

is evidenced in the University of Massa-

chusetts-Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program.

The approach

is unique in that the training is conducted on-site in
Brooklyn approximately two hundred miles from the campus at
Amherst, Massachusetts.
versity administration,

The combined thrust of the Uni¬
School of Education and liberal

arts departments lend to the quality in course content
and credibility.
A network of proficient and committed people are in¬
volved in the educative and human relations processes to
help the paraprofessional

attain their objectives.

The

deans of the School of Education visit BCOP to lecture
and relate to the participants.

Department heads in English

and Geology have visited and/or taught classes in addition
to their department colleagues.
The Center for Urban Education representatives peri¬
odically confer with English,

science,

sociology, polit¬

ical science, history, mathematics, psychology, reading,
and art departments.

The purpose of these conferences is

to discuss curriculum structure and projection that is
relevant to paraprofessionals and children in an urban
setting.
Professors,

assistant professors, associate professors,
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instructors and lecturers are flown from Massachusetts to
New York on a scheduled basis.

Arrangements are made by

the on—campus Brooklyn COP staff for motor vehicle trans¬
portation of faculty from the airport to Junior High
School #258 in Brooklyn.

The courses for the Career

Opportunities Program are conducted in #258 of which Miss
Mary McAssey is the principal.
University representatives on-site coordinate and
supervise the program,

sometimes referred to as the U-Mass

Family University in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn.

Ar¬

rangements for space, distribution of books and materials,
periodic lectures, home visits and local agency conferences
are among the on-site staff responsibilities.

In addition,

meetings with other representatives also maintain a constant
line of communication with the Urban Center and School of
Education at Amherst Campus.

There is a University of Mass-

achusetts-Brooklyn COP office located at #1 De Kalb Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.

Office hours are 9:00 A.M.

to 3:00 P. M.

It is most essential that an open medium of communication
be maintained between the University and BCOP.
Weekly trips to the University Urban Education offices
and School of Education office by the University representa¬
tives are vital.

These trips afford the administrators of

Brooklyn COP the opportunity to convene with faculty, in
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addition to the director of the Urban Center, faculty
advisor and BCOP campus staff.

Also, the representatives

do not lose contact with the ebb and flow of campus activity.
Follow Through Program
Public School #243 Bedford-Stuyvesant
A coordinated approach to school,

college, and com¬

munity effort is the difference between the success and
failure of any educational endeavor.

The enthusiasm and

initiative of the forces that move the operation of the
program to be discussed eminates from the source of the
much discussed Weeksville area school, Isaac Newton,
Public School #243.
The program began in 1968 at P.
dren in five kindergarten classes.

S.

#243 with 120 chil¬

Currently there are

675 children in the program from kindergarten through the
third grade.

Consultant and specialist services, appro¬

priate instructional materials and evaluative instruments
and activities are among other services rendered by "Fol¬
low Through." Most important among the objectives of the
program is educational enrichment for children.

Building

of a positive image of the self as a learner is emphasized
in the child development process during his most formative
years.
The staff and parents of P.

S.

#243 selected Bank
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Street College of Education in the City of New York to
sponsor their Follow Through Program.

Bank Street Col¬

lege and its approach to learning lends its expertise in
the provision of training for project staff throughout
the school year and summer.

In addition, the monitoring

college offers a high school equivalency course for paraprofessionals and college level courses for teachers and
paraprofessionals.

Field representatives from Bank Street

College conduct seminars on staff development on-site
and at the college.
The school and community function as a team due to
the extent of meaningful parent involvement through a
policy advisory committee, paid
classroom volunteers.

paraprofessionals and

Family assistants and family

workers affiliated with "Follow Through" play a vital
role in preventing P.

S.

#243 from joining the list of

failing schools in urbania.

Parents act as liaisons be¬

tween the school and home by making home visits.

Ex¬

cessive absenteeism is checked by parents, and the con¬
tributing factors are investigated to determine if the
fault is with the home,
flict

student-teacher personality, con¬

in school, or illness.
The local community action agency,

Youth-in-Action,

Bedford-Stuyvesant

is represented on the Policy Advisory
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Committee to which school administration and staff are
consultants.

Constructive planning and activity is a

part of the daily participation of parents in their family
room.

The Policy Advisory Committee is directly concerned

with the process of decision making with regard to project
operation,

and the development of educational and community

activities for parents’

use of funds.

Among other features of good education taking place
in P.

S.

#243 is the fact that children actively partici¬

pate in their learning experience and develop basic cog¬
nitive skills to equip the student to funciton on an equal
basis in the milieu of today’s stresses.

Students have

the exposure to a rich and vibrant learning environment,
where they have freedom of mobility and developmental
verbalization in planning their activites and choices of
learning media.

Reading activities enable the students

to develop prerequisite skills as a result of planned intro¬
ductions to reading.

The classroom is surrounded with

verbal and written language and is stimulating to the ex¬
tent that pupils are obviously eager to master the challeng¬
es offered by this language-centered approach to reading.
Classroom experiences are translated into symbols by the
children that enable them to read and write.
observation by Dr.

Carolyn Peelle notes,

An interesting

-
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The self-fulfilling prophecy which has doomed
urban schools fo repealed failure can be re¬
versed so that success can feed upon itself.
A school which proves it can be done provides
the essential ingredient of the American Dream—
the hope factor.1^
A classic indication of Dr.

Peelle*s observation is

the scholastic fervor that is evident in Isaac Newton
School of Bedford-Stuyvesant.

Pupils have acquired the

intellectual drive of wanting to learn and this is what
they are doing.
Project Image--1970-71
The purpose of Project Image was to discover and
develop latent talent among its participants.

Activities

were designed for a meaningful educational experience
that offered students the exposure to new horizons.

Bus

trips were included in the program to destinations of
educational and cultural interests.

Students visited the

Amish Colony in Pennsylvania, Hyde Park, New York, Montreal,
Canada and Washington, D. C.

They took pictures and developed

them in the photography club.

Students also wrote about and

dramatized their new experiences.
During the winter of 1970,
was approached by Mrs.
for the program,

the director of Project Image

Sally Brown, dommunity representative

in reference to writing a proposal for a

project in which she was interested.

Long range objectives

4Atron Gentry, et. al. Urban Education:The Hope Factor
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 1972), p. 40.
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were discussed with Hr.

and Mrs.

Brown and ideas were sought

from them for program implementation.

Later the adminisr

trator called a meeting with forty youngsters ranging in age
from 12 to 15 years.

The purpose of this session was to involve

some future participants in the planning of what was to be
their program.

After the student input was presented, a

proposal was outlined.
Project Image was a summed program of six weeks duration.
Hours of operation were 9:00 A.M.
Friday.

to 4:00 P.M., Monday through

Teachers were selected by the parent representatives

and the director.

The selection of the director and the

assistant was left to the chief administrator.
Meeting with the students presented the director with
the background to title the program proposal, Project Image.
It had been made clear to the director that these young
people were seeking self-image as individuals and as a group.
They were concerned about improving themselves educationally,
socially, and culturally and were eager to. take the oppor¬
tunity of a program that offered self-image possibilities.
Program Scope

9:00-10:30

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Math
Eng.

Reading

Math
Eng.

Reading

A.M.
Supportivf
Study-All
Areas
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Mon.

Tues.

10:35-11:45

Language

Current
Language
Events
Arts
Discussion

12:00-1:00

Lunch

1:05-2:30

Black
Arts and
Creative
Arts

Creative
Painting

Black
History

Black
History

2:35-3:50

Sports
Games

Swimming

Drama
Folk
Dancing

Swimming Sports S
Games

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Current
Events

A.M.
Outdoor
Picnic
P.M.
(Weenie Roast)

It was emphasized that the participants on each group level
could involve themselves in the activity of their choice.
ever,

How¬

it was expected that they respond to the tutor or tutee

in some degree of direction.

The idea was that some meaningful

experience would be derived through the freedom of mobility
of the participants.
people.

Teachers served as resource and guidance

There was discussion and group participation with

teachers.

Lecturing was not a part of the program.

At the

end of the season each group presented a culminating activity
under the lights in the school yard to the obvious delight
of parents,

friends, and passers-by who would stop to see

what was taking place.
The success of this program lay in the fact that people
had the opportunity to see for themselves what their children
were learning and to what extent they participated in the
learning procedures of the day.

Each participant was given
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"the assignment of performing as the teacher, clerical worker,
educational assistant, assistant director or the director for
the day.

Young people were free to select learning areas of

their choice.

An open classroom was conducted outdoors one

day a week in the school yard.
blocking off the

The police cooperated by

street to traffic.

Neighbors and passers-

by were highly cooperative in terms of keeping noise to a
minimum.
"Project Image" was a fruitful experience for urban
teachers and young people.

They explored teaching and

learning techniques without students serving as sacrificial
lambs for a innovative venture.

As the Principal of Pershing

Elementary School, Mr. Donald O’Donnell,

stated:

"The key

to educational success was to create an environment of warmth
and personal involvement among students and teachers."
Drug Abuse-Prevention and Education
Program P.

S.

26 Bedford-Stuyvesant

District #16
The extensive use of hard drugs among school children
has been acknowledged by New York City's Board of Education.
Elementary school children through high school level have in¬
creasingly indulged in the use of drugs within the school
buildings and on the premises of the school.

Public opinion

and concern of educators has led to the initiation of educa-

-
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tional auxilliary services to stem the flow of narcotics
among school children.
Prevention of Use of Drugs programs are funded under
Title III
1965.

(ESEA) Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

The aims and objectives of the programmatic study

are as follows:

Supervised group interaction, orientation of

users and non-users, preventive programming, parent and
student involvement,

and training for addiction prevention.

The program i.s conducted under the cooperative aegis of
the New York City Addiction Service Agency and the Board of
Education of the City of New York.
It is essential for teachers to have the background
knowledge of drugs and prevention of its abusive use.

This

training helps them to differentiate between a student who
is nodding from drug use, who has not had enough sleep at
home, who is weak from not having any breakfast or who
perhaps is not feeling well.

The proper approach in con¬

fronting the child can prevent a problem situation rather
than cause a classroom scene.
Today's educational system offers a diversified assort¬
ment of personnel.

Chief among the new breed of educators

extensively used is the paraprofessional.

The paraprofession-

al has established himself in related fields to education
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such as drug abuse and its prevention.

Barry Pankey, a

University of Massachusetts-BCOP student, is a community
liaison person for the Drug Abuse Education Program at
P.S.

26,

Brooklyn.

He was selected for the position be¬

cause of his vigorous attitude toward getting a job done
and his versatile manner in relating to people in adminis¬
tration, the community and students.

Mr.

Pankey's role is

to work in conjunction with other personnel on matters per¬
taining to the involvement of parents in the program, and
to establish rapport with those parents whose children are
to be referred to treatment agencies.
The objective of the program is to bridge the "genera¬
tion gap" where there are family or societal problems of
children who are known to be using drugs or suspected of
drug use.

Moreover, a series of workshops are held during

the afternoon and evening for parents and the community
at large.
keep people

The sessions of drug education are geared to
informed on the subject of recognition of

signs in children beginning to use drugs and/or already
involved in the abusive use of narcotics.

Methodology of

parental approach to dealing with the child on an emotional
and psychological level is conveyed to all concerned.

Em¬

phasis is placed on the pre-adolescent and adolescent child s
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involvement or experimentation with drugs.
The coordinator with the cooperation of the principal
and assistant principal in charge of health education,
stimulate the initiation of, and serve as resource people
for the development of a course of study consistent with
the needs and abilities of students in grades 4-9.
also make use of the New York State syllabus,

They

Strand II,

entitled "Sociological Health Problems," and the New
York City curriculum bulletins entitled,
in Elementary Schools,"

"Health Education

1969-70 series number 2,

"Pre¬

vention of Narcotics Addiction and Substance Abuse," 106667 Series #16 as well as other pertinent sources of in¬
formation .
The value of the supportive educational programs in
urban areas cannot be over-estimated.

Reductions in

budget for such services only tend to fan flames of re¬
sentment of urban people toward the city,
of education.

state, and board

Urban communities feel that because they

are poor and minority people, the powers that be are not
truly concerned about the welfare of their children’s problems
as would be the case if the same people were of the more
affluent society.
With the advent of decentralization more hostile in¬
teraction is developing because the community is more aware of how the controlling factions of the central city have
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failed to meet the needs of their children.

It is most im¬

portant that the fibers of conscience be awakened to activate
the attitudes of public officials and affluent leaders of
society into taking the political and moral steps to treat
the societal infections of urban areas.
In 1951 the use and sale of narcotics was rampant in
the South Bronx, East Harlem, Central Harlem, and some sec¬
tions of Brooklyn.

The Bureau of Community Education and

New York City Youth Board conducted programs to offset the
problem.

Apparently the reports of young children’s in¬

volvement in narcotics were not taken seriously.

It must

be considered imperative by society State and Federal offi¬
cials that supplementary programs be taken more seriously
because they deal with the lives of human beings.

Today

the suburban student is as vulnerable to drug addiction as
his urban counterpart.

Perhaps this cancerous social disease

called drug addiction might not have spread had programs,
such as the ones mentioned, been placed in their proper
perspective.
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CHAPTER V
Multi-Dimensional Perspectives

Urban educators should not dismiss the locality of BedfordStuyvesant as unique in its demographic, educational, political
and cultural expansion.

Educational administrators must be¬

come aware of the potential strength and political solidarity
of a community that has studied its historical background and
is proud of its heritage.

Contemporary Bedford-Stuyvesant is

replete with redevelopment programs that are functional, and
not merely taking up space with an anti-poverty name painted
on the window.
Political clubs, churches and Black owned businesses
are flourishing in the area today.

The larger business op¬

erations such as furniture stores, appliance houses, clothing
establishments and supermarkets have Blacks who act as mana¬
gers and work in the neighborhood stores.

In many instances

the actual owner of the store is afraid to be on the premises
after dark and the manager of the store is left in complete
charge of the business.
Currently, the socio-civic life of the community is
thriving with an assortment of fraternal, church,
civic,

cultural, and educational organizations.

social,
Each of

these groups extend their efforts for the betterment of
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Bedford-Stuyvesant—not New York City.
organizational point of concern.

The community is the

As the area developed it

became more heterogeneous and community groups developed di¬
vergent objectives.

Yet underlying those diversified inter¬

ests! is an underlying unity that comes to the fore when major
district endeavors are undertaken.

The Administrator and the Community

The community personality of Bedford-Stuyvesant reflect
its ethnic history and culture.

The ’’personality" of its

organizations and indeed the entire area, have changed from
Weeksville to the present.

But understanding something about

the organizations and agencies expressing the ethos of BedfordStuyvesant is only the first step toward effective educational
administration.

Recognition must be given to the attitudinal

changes of ethnic and minority strategies for achieving ob¬
jectives of today,
children,

such as equitable means of education for

individual and group knowledge of politics and the

legal rights of all human beings.
Communications media has made the urban inhabitants of
all levels educationally and politically sophisticated.

It

is therefore to the advantage of the education administra¬
tor and teacher to be self-informed in the area of local and
national education and politics as they relate to the
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constituents of the school district.

The purpose of the

acquisition of this knowledge is to serve as a catalyst
through which the educator can analyze the educational and
political attitudes of the community on an intelligent basis.
Discussions at the Lions Club, Rotary Club, Chamber of
Commerce and the country clubs of suburbia, dwell upon the
subjects pertinent to the affluent society.

Urban organi¬

zations discuss what is relevant to their community.

Minority

people's realm of thought has outgrown the time when the
major ideas stemmed from the verbalizations of white commen¬
tators.

Community pride today though basically the same as

during the Weeksville era, means demanding what is expected
of city authorities rather than seeking what is their due
process in docile fashion.
The United Federation of Teachers offers significant
security to the urban teacher in New York City.

The contin¬

uous strength of the United Federation of Teachers has con¬
tributed to the teachers'
school.

change in their conception of

Attitudinal characteristics of today's teachers make

the school atmosphere different from Public School #2, in
the "Black Colony" era of Bedford-Stuyvesant mentioned in
Chapter One.

In addition, the mores of the immediate and

outside surroundings of present day schools create social
problems that were not applicable to Weeksville.

Student
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receptivity to learning is hampered by the sophistication
of today's life-style, which preoccupies the student's mind
and causes behavior patterns that administrators and teachers
must be prepared to cope with formidably.
After grasping the fact that learning about a neigh¬
borhood is not a single lesson but must be repeated again
and again,

school administrators for urban areas must take

pains to keep their expectations high but not unrealistically
high.

Many adults of varied ethnic backgrounds tend to ex¬

pect better behavior from Black children than white children.
In a middle class suburb a group of students ride the public
bus from school.

Students strike each other over the head

and body, jokingly shove a standing student into the lap of
a seated adult passenger, tell off color stories and laugh
raucously, among other things.

One

glance over the shoulder

and a wistful smile recalling their younger days can be seen
on the faces of the commuters enroute home from work in the
inner-city.
Let us turn the ledger to another page where a group
of Black or Puerto Rican young people are riding the bus to
school down Fulton Street in Brooklyn.

True, the behavior

is boisterous and ear blistering, but the noise is no worse
than that of the suburban students.

One glance over the

shoulder presents a picture of utter disgust on the black
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a.nd white faces of the commuters.
The previous anectdotes illustrate the causes of urban
students'

attitudes toward school and society.

When white

students demonstrate it is called a protest; but when Black
students demonstrate —

it is rebellion.

Such conversation

filters down to the young ears of the second and third grade
child in an urban area, and the student comes to school with
a negative attitude toward white teachers and whoever the
pupil perceives as a middle class Negro.

Multiply the men¬

tioned experiences with the socio-economic enigma of the
school district, and teachers and administrators have a
multitude of problems with which to contend.
The new local superintendent is faced with built in
community suspicion, especially if he was the district ad¬
ministrator prior to decentralization.

It is assumed that

the superintendent is academically qualified for the position,
because of the certification requirements that must be met
for New York City.

Chapter three mentioned some of the

qualities that local superintendents possessed that rendered
varying degrees of success to date.

Other chief district

administrators have not been as successful as the local sup¬
erintendents mentioned in chapter three.
Business acumen and a love for people and children are
a few recommended personal requirements for the district
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official to consider.
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In one instance a local white

superintendent was unquestionably a good business man, but
he found difficulty in relating to black and minority people
on a human basis.

The period of adjustment to the educational

administrative style under the recently established local
board regime apparently was not long enough.

Time moved

too swiftly for the superintendent to shed the reaction of
a napoleonic attitude toward people.

Community pressure

removed the administrator after a bitter struggle.
The local school board demands are not limited to the
white district official.

A black local superintendent was

confronted with the discontentment of the community at large.
Lack of community interest and special programming for black,
Puerto Rican and poor white students contributed to the situ¬
ation.

The fact that the superintendent was a black man did not

preclude the fact that first and foremost the chief adminis¬
trator is a man in a position that requires the technique
of involving people to the extent that the same people will
feel secure in their leadership.
part of the community,

Despite his rapport with

lack of broader support and poor

relationships with his staff led to his dismissal as superin¬
tendent .
It is humanly impossible for one person to assume the
many roles and responsibilities encountered in a school district
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of twenty-one schools.
of responsibility.
do a

good job'.

-

There is strength in the delegation

It is not enough to have the desire to
The strength in character is registered

in the ability of the local administrator to extend desire
into motivating others to want to do a

'good job’

as well

as the administrator would like to do a qualitative job
personally.

The Principal and School Direction

Another essential step for urban school principals and
administrators is to develop a healthy attitude toward pro¬
blem situations.

Changing times dictate that principals

of inner-city schools be emotionally prepared to cope with
pupil disobedience, vandalism, truancy, fighting,

faculty

disagreement and militant parents.
Vandalism in many instances is a means of a former
student seeking revenge because of unhappy experiences in
the school.

Narcotics is also a prominent source of vand¬

alism in schools.

Carelessness on the part of a teacher who

rushes out at the closing of school and leaves her keys on
the desk is
trouble.

inviting a child to remove the keys and get into

It is necessary to give maximum security to school

equipment, keys, purses, wallets, and clothing.
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Truancy is rampant in inner city schools on all levels
of education.

The principal as the school administrator

confronts the problem through his staff.

Everyone in the

school must delve into their combined resources to devise
divergent means of making the school day so attractive that
children will not want to stay away.

School administrators

in urban areas can no longer remain ensconced in the office
behind their desk with their papers.
School children are not always disobedient.
eration

Consid¬

should be given as to whether or not the student

is differing in opinion, understands what the circumstances
are, or is preoccupied to the extent that he is oblivious
to his

surroundings.

Often, a pupil has a hearing difficulty

and is embarrassed to have the fact known that there is an
audio-problem.
Children are not solely to blame for those problems.
Many schools have added to the problems with which they have
to contend.

The public address system will interrupt a good

class discussion or lesson and the student’s trend of thought
is broken.

Teachers often lose the control of a class as

a result of untimely periodic messages that a monitor delivers
to the classroom.

The school itself contributes to the noise

pollution through the traditional bell ringing or the end
of the period buzzer that signifies the change of classes.
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Children's emotions are affected by excessive sounds
that contribute to various disruptive patterns of behavior
and attitudes in the school.

Principals can alleviate the

excessive noise patterns through consistent campaigning
throughout the community and neighborhood special events.
The cooperation of the teachers, students, and community at
large should be involved in the noise pollution campaign for
the school.

Administrators must indicate an enthusiasm for

the anti-noise project that will motivate mass effort to
establish a healthy noise pattern in the school.
One possibility is eliminating bells and buzzers in the
schools, and resorting to the automatic change of periods
and/or classes.

In order to attain the necessary synchroni¬

zation for the effectiveness of the method, the entire faculty
and administration should be apprized of the noise combat
system and be thoroughly acquainted with daily scheduling
and procedure.

A school lacking in discipline breeds chaos.

Children subconsciously or consciously need some control and
some structure.

Students prefer an educational atmosphere

that offers them a sense of direction.
Children are not always angry with one another when
they fight.

Pupils often fight out of sheer frustration.

It is important that principals be aware of the family abuse
cases in their schools.

Student victims of abusive treatment
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at home come to school hostile and prepared to seek their
revenge against a teacher or peer because the pupil dared
not strike back at the hand that punished him at home.
Severe cases of child abuse should be brought to
tion of the entire faculty.

the atten¬

Such action will serve as an

aid to teachers and administrative staff to understand why
Joe'

is so aggressive at the tender age of four years.
Once a school is given an initial point of direction,

a principal can make himself a figure in the community by
taking the initiative and going into the neighborhood.
People learn to admire a leader who becomes a part of the
community,

by visiting neighborhood agencies such as: Youth

in Action, Manpower

and Development Center, Model Cities,

Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Center and Police Athletic
League Centers of the area.
During a daily walk in various directions of the school
vicinity,

speaking and talking informally to people tends

to break down the barriers of suspicion that existc

among

a large percentage of community people toward the principal.
The school administrator in a decentralized urban structure
cannot allow himself to meet and greet people only when the
principal or his staff conducts a meeting for parents and
friends visiting the school.
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Once the principal establishes himself in the com¬
munity, he is in a better position to walk to the candy
store or barber shop to inquire the whereabouts of students
who should be in school.

There is no loss in prestige to

mingle to a discretionary degree with the people in the
street.

Cultivation of grass roots people reaps good
and is one of the key factors in gaining support

on a community-wide basis that enables the principal to
separate two youngsters fighting.
As the dynamic personality in the school, the principal
will enhance his position by engaging the support of the
faculty.

It is essential that any administrator be willing

to listen to the advice of the classroom teachers as well
as the school administration cabinet.

Classroom teacher

input can be invaluable to the principal in terms of
apprising the administrator of problem situations before
local board or community pressure is exerted for possible
termination of the position.

The good administrator will

have the ability to know when to listen and when to stress
his personal point of view.
Meaningful faculty meetings are a contributing factor
to the conduct of a good school.

Central-city schools

without question have to give stringent consideration to
the respective school circumstances.

There will be dif-
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ferences in attainable objectives between schools six blocks
apart, although they are in the same district.

The princi¬

pal connot plan faculty meetings alone, but there is a tact¬
ful procedure to conveying necessary topics such as:

the

necessity for structured planning with latitude for revised
scheduling of activities, attractive decor throughout the
building,

injection of new or different educational media

that is applicable to class and/or school clientele, and
stressing the importance of discipline throughout the
school.
Staff meetings do not have to always be the round
table discussion format.

It is suggested that an informal

social gethering be staged as a means of bringing faculty
together to discuss items pertinent to the school and
neighborhood.

Have each person select a number that has

been prepared to establish small group sections.

Cliques

can be avoided at least to some degree if the daily closely
knit groups can be replaced with new people on occasion.
The important factor is that the planning purposes of the
meeting are accomplished.
Principals inherit the responsibility of setting
the tone for the school.

The positive working relationship

between the administrator and staff will establish a
friendly and professional atmosphere that invites respect
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of children, parents, community leaders and certainly the
local superintendent.

A loosely run school ignites chaos.

Teachers become lax in the performance of their roles and
students are completely alienated from any learning ex¬
posure .
The school leader can be relaxed and still maintain
a suitable relationship with the faculty.

Meetings should

exemplify an atmosphere of individual and group confidence.
It is not good policy for the principal to allow a few
teachers to dominate the meeting and the school.

The real

supervisor is in charge at all times and does not have
to resort to political antics to let people know who the
principal is.

The administrator uses his position to

implement overall staff participation and to guide the staff
into the direction of working as a unit.

A leader can

indicate a kind of strength to his colleagues in the image
presented to them by the administrator.
Children are extremely keen observers.

The head of

the school's image is on display when least suspected.

An

unassuming carriage of authority automatically establishes
the leader's position.

Effective speech patterns, develop¬

ment of self-control toward staff you do not like and avoid¬
ing personal conflict with parents may alleviate sources of
difficulty for the principal.

Human nature has endowed

mankind with prejudices in varying degrees.

Therefore,
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there is not anyone who is entirely free from prejudice.
The extent to which the administrator is capable of harness¬
ing

his prejudices is what classifies the leader as a

professional.
Classroom visitation by the principal can be a moti¬
vation factor to teachers as well as stimulating to the
students.

If the teachers are aware that the principal

does not make overt observations and differences in his
attitude toward them when he visits the class, the admin¬
istrator’s positive human relations approach will help the
weaker teacher as well as inspire him.

Stronger teachers

view the administrator as an individual with whom they are
pleased to be associated.
Negative racial attitudes in a school situation are
often redirected because the opposite ethnic group dis¬
cerns a quality of leadership that is radiated by the image
of the head of the school.

The principal further enhances

the position when he encourages experimentation and demon¬
strates a concern for the results of the teachers’
rather than the method.

efforts

In the final analysis what is

important is that the principal has children in his school
who are being given an experience in living, through the
educational medium appropos to their environment, with
objectives to reach beyond the students'
urbania.

small world of
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One of the most harrowing experiences is to walk
into a school and hear the crash of glass, observe a
dozen children running and yelling simultaneously as they
crash through the corridor doors.

Another observation

is to witness a male teacher being chased around the class¬
room by two or three girls.

A short walk further, one might

observe a boy defiantly tugging at the tie of the teacher.
Such scenes are quite real on the junior high school level.
The meaning of this type of extreme misbehavior is that
there is a school without direction.
disillusioned and helpless.

Teachers have become

There is no possible way for

learning to take place; there is a need for leadership
action.
Drastic action is required in such a situation so that
the school can be redirected into a place where students
will feel proud to attend.
with the local board,

The principal should consult

local superintendent and central

board of education to request closing the school down for
48 hours,

in order that the school administrator can use

the time to rally the students, parents, and community.
Prominent community people and district people should be
involved to whom the majority of the students relate.

Flood¬

lights, and powerful public address systems from the city
can be used.

The purpose of what appears to be a three
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ring circus is to focus attention on the fact that the
principal of their school is taking the initiative to
transform the school for the better.
After preliminary statements, the people solicited
by the administrator and his supporters can convey the
message that the entire community is going to make Public
School #000 a different school.

It is the principal's

responsibility to rekindle the positive attitude toward
the school, but the administrator must have the charisma
to motivate all parties concerned into initiating the steps
leading to the positive changes.
It has to be understood that such drastic action is
only an over ambitious task if the administrator does not
thoroughly prepare everyone for the gala occasion.

Contact

has to be made with athletic organizations, militant groups
and supportive groups.

The leader and the supporting com¬

mittee must make the decision after the pulse of the com¬
munity and students is taken whether or not it is feasible
to proceed with the proposed giant step.

If it is deemed

that people do not want to attempt the project, alternative
plans must be considered.

If the affirmative is registered

by the people the event can be long remembered as the event
that chartered a course of direction for Public School #000
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Paraprofessional Teacher Training
University of MassachusettsBrooklyn Career Opportunities Program

The chief administrator of the school district and
the principal of the school relate to the school com¬
munity based programs in

the district, or respective

school in which the program is conducted.

The degree of

success or failure of such programs will in the final
analysis reflect on the district,

school and children.

Paraprofessional teacher training programs are schoolcommunity based programs whose value is preparing community
based people to teach the children of that locality.

The

administrator should want to know to what extent the
program is serving its purpose.
Community based programs have enjoyed a degree of
success in the urban area of Bedford-Stuyvesant because
of coordination of effort and direct involvement of people
whose children are in the various programs, or the people
and their children who are participating in an extended
educational experience.
Black students need the opportunity to escape from
social impotence--there have been few experiences when they
have enjoyed positive interaction with outside influences
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Alternatives are few and in far too many

instances do not promise very much.

Career training is

incomplete without offering participants the opportunity
to become involved in the planning of their destiny.

Stud¬

ents give more of themselves and contribute to the success
of the program.
Educational rhetoric of the time includes involve¬
ment of the people,

is a beautifully sounded phrase.

What

is actually beautiful is the implementation of such in¬
volvement.

The Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program

of the University of Massachusetts has encouraged the or¬
ganization of a student steering committee.

The function

of the steering committee is to serve as liason between
the University,

Board of Education, and the student body

of BCOP.

Officers were elected by secret ballot in March

of 1972.

Prior to that time an active student council

was established and served a multitude of purposes.

Chief

among the purposes was communication with Central Brooklyn
Model Cities and the Board of Education, Office of Career
Ladder Programs.
Currently, the steering committee sits in on staff
meetings to discuss projection in curriculum and to pro¬
mote positive relations with staff.

The committee is

kept informed of matters pertinent to the students and
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relates the information to the students.

An interesting

feature is to observe the exchange of educational philoso¬
phy and informal dialogue between the steering committee
and staff.

Exchange of this nature is healthy.

It opens

the lines of communication between groups that could go
into negative directions without the developmental rela¬
tionship and mutual respect of opinion.
The steering committee of BCOP plays a vital role in
the pursuit of activities for their periodic visits to
their University of Massachusetts campus at Amherst, Massa¬
chusetts.

The committee is involved with specific job

assignments which are delegated by the official body of the
steering committee.

The success of their three day stint

on campus rests to a great extent upon the assumption of
given responsibilities.

Staff plays a supportive role in

the venture, which involves arrangement for bus transporta¬
tion of 200

students from Brooklyn to Amherst and board

and lodging for the students.
The relationship between the University of Massa¬
chusetts and BCOP students has been a positive one mainly
because no defense has been offered for mistakes and
flexibility of planning has afforded students a reasonable
degree of lattitude.

Neither has the administration made

promises that could not be supported.

Many of the students
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in BCOP have families and consideration is accorded the
students without offering them a subdued curriculum.
Course content is organized and systematic because
staff is selected on the basis of attitude toward the urban
student,

subject matter, tolerance in disagreement and

fairness in examinations.
within the class.
criteria
ences.

will

Faculty encourage thinking

In any given situation the mentioned

vary in accordance with individual differ¬

The objective is to prepare the paraprofessionals

of the community-based program to become proficient
teachers.
Special arrangements are made for students who have
special problems in absorbing instruction but have the
ability to perform on a competent basis.
of cooperating,

The importance

evaluating and carrying out of responsi¬

bilities is stressed in project fashion based upon the
successful experiences of the students in their daily urban
educational pursuits.
An additional objective conveyed to BCOP students is
how to develop command of knowledge and skills in accord¬
ance with ability--critical thinking as a stimulant to
the mind.

Research assignments encourage logical thinking

and sound reasoning based upon adequate hypotheses sup¬
ported by facts.

Social relationships are a relevant and
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aRd integral part of the program.

The fact that BCOP is

a community based operation in the urban locality of
Brooklyn makes it imperative that desirable social atti¬
tudes and relationships be established in the University
of Massachusetts family off campus, community life and
school atmosphere.
The prospective teachers in the school-community
program for Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program are
being trained to take their places in the urban education
arena of their locality and at least make in-roads in a
new direction that offers their charges an educational
experience that will contribute to the student’s adjustment
to the social economical and cultural life-styles outside
of his daily life experiences.
It is essential that the paraprofessionals acquire
the multi-sense appeal in order to motivate children into
cooperative curriculum planning, developing learning
habits through student activity in the classroom and plan¬
ning and working to create programming that is fertile for
the child as a whole from an intellectual, psychological,
emotional and social aspect.
Education in central city Brooklyn’s Bedford-Stuyvesant
has proved that it has a place in the realm of success to
some degree although there is no pretense of solving the
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deteriorating school system through the educational medium
alone.

Individual and Group Self-Accountability

Principals and local superintendents under decen¬
tralization are in a position similar to the coach and
manager of a baseball, basketball or football team.
When the situation is facing a lost cause the one to be
removed from the team is the coach or manager as the
case may be.

In the field of education the principal

and superintendent are singled out as the cause of fail¬
ure in the school district, or respective school of the
principal.
The pendulum of the clock has long since swung past
the time for local school boards to examine their contri¬
bution to the web of circumstances in the school district.
Local superintendents are accountable for developing
personal and social adjustments between himself and the
administrators in the school district.

Principals are

expected to establish a resource of growth patterns for
newly appointed and weak teachers.

Local school boards

are in a technical sense accountable to the Central Board
of Education in accordance with the by-laws of the Board
of Education that made decentralization official in 1970.
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The local school board can be an asset to the purpose
of decentralization if it is willing to evaluate its own
y

goals and motives.

•

Thorough analysis of local board

decisions is essential because the welfare of perhaps
25,000 children rests upon their decisions..

It is impera¬

tive that local school boards be as critical of their
individual and group human weaknesses as they are of admin
istrators and teachers of their respective school district
if they are to be worthy of the positions of distinction
they hold in their communities.
There can be no greater liability to the educational
improvement of school children than a local school board
that is disoriented and has too little knowledge about
everything and not enough knowledge of that which is
basically best for children--the operation of a smooth
machine of educational and community affairs.

Children

behave in chaotic fashion because they resent the profes¬
sionals who have not really given them equal educational
advantages in poorer sections of the inner-ctiy.

Resent¬

ment towards community adults has developed among young
people because the feeling is that everybody is supposed
to be fighting for children, but they appear to be more
concerned about the struggle for status.
The factions within the various districts tend to
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destroy the noble efforts of the sincere people in the
community and the citizens who occupy seats on the local
board.

Urban education will continue to suffer as long as

influential community people allow their energies to be dis¬
sipated in numerous directions rather than work as a unit
within the district on a consistent basis.
Young people raise the question, who is our leader?
Local boards are going to have to give some plausible
answers to the younger generation of the community because
they have grown weary of the political games for supremacy
that are practiced by the Central Board of Education and
the community boards.
In summary it might be stated that school and district
administrators must divest themselves of the inner-conflict
forces that create human relations problems, and strengthen
the personal qualities that tend to enhance their rela¬
tionships with people and colleagues.

It is essential for

example, to develop the charisma that will promote confi¬
dence in the educational leader.

Individuals and many

diverse groups are more supportive to the principal or
community superintendent who indicates sincere concern
for their problems, and interest in the meetings to which
they are invited.
The reality factor to be recognized is that the urban
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educational administrative offices are deluged with pro¬
blems to the extent that it is not humanly possible to
survive beyond a comparative brief period of time without
having established a link with the key people in com¬
munity agencies, neighborhood organizations,

parent groups

and children.
Administrative training programs will not help the
administrator to be functional in his position if they
only provide bureaucratic and management skills and only
discuss organizing change in terms of abstract concepts
such as "field force" analysis.

Time and effort must be

spent in lending expertise in relating to the efforts of
community people who are struggling to elevate the educa¬
tional structure of their urban habitat.
The single most important characteristic an urban
administrator must have is that facility which enables
him to offer people and the students a hope factor that
brightens their educational and living horizons.

It is

within the province of the administrator to help local
districts be tolerant of their mistakes on the premise
that nothing worthwhile is achieved without trial and
error.
It is futile to attempt to educate children, if educa¬
tors, politicians and community people steadfastly refuse
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to accept the education of life.
would be regarded.

Regard others as you

It is dastardly to prejudge a child,

colleague or parent because either has had a personality
conflict under other circumstances, according to the re¬
cord.

Urban administrators and/or teachers can succeed

if amenable to constructive change of time and one's
self.
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A Note on Research Procedures

The cases mentioned in this document were solicited on
an informal basis through a simple question and answer method.
By interviewing a large number of persons who might see events
from varied perspectives,

I could cross check nearly all the

information and arrive at a reasonable basis for understanding
the major elements in each case study.
Although a strictly scientific method has sought a more
objective approach for gaining information, any less per¬
sonal approach would have proven ineffective.

School ad¬

ministrators in urban districts have grown sensitive to
criticisms and charges of incompetency and failure.

As a

result, they reveal little of their activities to outsiders.
My long experience as an educator in New York City Schools
has built up many personal contacts as well as a reputation
for discretion in handling potentially controversial infor¬
mation.

Only through a personal approach could I gain infor¬

mation about Bedford-Stuyvesant administrators as they faced
the enormous challenge of responding to community pressures
in the newly decentralized districts.
Some individual contacts proved exceedingly valuable for
this study.

Surprisingly, principals and others opened up

when they discovered that I could relate to their problems
and to their successes.

The loneliness of urban administrators

reinforced my conviction that this study could serve a useful
purpose.
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Specifically,

I talked with Mr.

Finkelstein of Public

School #335 on two occasions when I visited his school.

On

both occasions teachers and parents affiliated with the
school willingly responded to my questions regarding the
principal, and parent-teacher attitude toward the principal.
In addition to the faculty and parents, assistants to the
principal were extremely cooperative and spoke freely in
response to questions.
Mr.

Goldin,

Principal of P.S.

#243, was most cordial to

my visits in Isaac Newton Public School.

I talked with the

principal when I visited his school on supervisory matters.
Parents and teachers responded favorably to interviews and
presented me with the story of the "Follow Through Program"
at Public School #243.
During the school year I talked with administrative
assistants from three community superintendents'

offices.

The several joint sessions we spent together were interesting
and informative exchange sessions.

I responded to their in¬

quiries in reference to the University of Massachusetts Urban
Center educational philosophy, and they were responsive to my
questions regarding problems of the community superintendent
and his staff.
Questions referred to district management, community
board-community superintendent relations, how the local
superintendent relates to his accountability to community
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and the frame of reference with which the district adminis¬
trator views what is happening in the schools.
Brooklyn COP paraprofessionals were extremely helpful
in the solicitation of vital statistics regarding staff
and student population of the public schools.

In addition,

Elsie Richardson of Central Brooklyn Model Cities, Anita
Harrison of School District #19 and Alexine Watson of School
District #23 kept me informed of school-community programs
that were relevant to this document.
Conclusions relative to district level and school prin¬
cipals were drawn as a result of attitudinal measurement
determined by majority opinion.

The fascination of the

interview approach for the compilation of case studies
for this treatment was talking with neighborhood business
people such as employees and customers of luncheonettes,
barber shops, candy stores and beauty parlors.
gent and enthusiastic responses were gratifying.

The intelli¬

